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This is a monthly publication5 containing translations of material 
on the International Communist movement selected mainly from Communist 
and pro-Communist organs published in the Free World. 

When adequately descriptive, the title given in the source document 
is used for the purpose of this publication. When a more descriptive 
title is necessary, the title as given in the source document is included 
in parentheses. 
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1A. COMMUNISTS AM) BUSINESS BOOM 

(Cf. "Labor and the Boom," Weg und Ziel, No 10, 1959) 

Weg und Ziel Franz Marek 
Vol 18, Ho 1, January i960, Vienna 
Pages 18-2^, German (Austrian) monthly per (Communist) 

It is one of the tasks of the communists in our time to avoid 
everything in their agitation and propaganda that might even remotely 
create the false impression that they are just waiting for a depression 
in order to be able to prove the superiority of socialism and the harm- 
fulness of reformist illusions. Depressions and recessions are unavoid- 
able under capitalism and all government control measures are incapable 
of resolving the contradiction between the unlimited possibility of in- 
creasing production and the purchasing power which lags behind in the 
capitalist profit economy. But we communists are not primarily inter- 
ested in waiting until our predictions have brilliantly come true; we 
are interested above all in the defense of the interests of the working 
individual. Our constructive proposals for job security -- made sev- 
eral years ago in the electrical industry and for one year now in coal 
mining -- do not grow on the soil of the illusion that the business boom 
is something permanent under capitalism. Our proposals arise out of the 
responsibility toward the workers, out of the obligation of the commu- 
nists to keep the class interest of the workers in mind in every situa- 
tion -- in times of boom and in times of depression or recession, 

Despite increasing winter unemployment, one may well count on a 
continuation of the boom in i960; nevertheless, we again must think 
about what the actual task of the communists in boom periods is. This 
is especially important, since we again and again run into opinions and 
moods to the effect that there is no room for revolutionary worker move- 
ments during boom times, that the masses are satisfied anyway, yes, that 
they are even "satiated," and that fat boom years are bound to be lean 
years for the revolutionary worker movement. Now, we do not want to 
deny the fact that the boom favors reformist illusions as to the possi- 
bilities of the capitalist way of life and that it often makes it dif- 
ficult to prove the contradictions inherent in the capitalist profit 
system. On the other hand, the combat readiness of the workers is less 
undermined by the fear of not being able to find jobs elsewhere in case 
they are having difficulties with their employers. But is it the only 
effect of economic crises that the proof of the advantages of crisis- 
free socialist economy is made easier? Crises strengthen the competi- 
tion within the workers and facilitate the reformist propaganda that 
any battle is senseless because thousands of unemployed are waiting in 
the streets in order to get a job even under less favorable conditions -■ 
not to speak of the possibility offered to fascist demagogy by the 
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de-classins of segments of labor. There is no automatic and mechanical 
connection between the boom and "unavoidably" negative effects of the 
boom,, just as there is no automatic and mechanical connection between 
the crisis and th:> "unavoidable" revolutionizing of labor. 

In the history of the labor movement, there have often been boom 
periods which coincided with a great upswing of the revolutionary 
worb;*-- movement. (<r.r instance, in the Russian worker movement on the 
e.v.-r. of World Wax; 1"). Whether the positive or negative effects of an 
eo-'f'O.vlc pr.iod prevail, depends essentially also on the worker move- 
ment , above all on the revolutionary worker movement. It is by no 
mean;:; certain from the very beginning that a boom must prove the ruling 
parties right. 

ae boom in recent years here in Austria has often had a detri- 
mental effect on the communists — this was also spelled out in sev- 
eral ..resolutions in connection with the description discussion of the 
caus-vH of our reverses — not because this is unavoidable in a boom 
period, but because the weakness of our party — the weakening of our 
party above all in connection with the events of 1956 ~ predominantly 
liRd.o-t.ossible the negative effects of the boom. One of the prerequi- 
e :.'•;.' for the elimination of this weakness is precisely the calm under- 
stating of the tasks which we communists must accomplish during the 

bOCiUo 

The Class Standpoint During the Boom 

We have emphasized the key task several times: we must represent 
the class standpoint to the effect that the important thing to do during 
a boom is to get out of it what we can; to recognize and present the 
share in the modern technical achievements as natural,'and-not to accept 
it as a gift from heaven and from the parties which claim this share. 
The value of the commodity called labor is determined by the consumer 
goods which during a certain period are needed for their attainment. 
The modern technical consumer good in our time just so happens to be- 
long to the value of labor whose possessors must watch out very care- 
fully that the price of this commodity — the wages — will not lag too 
far behind the value. The entrepreneurs after all -- quite success- 
fully -- do not refrain from getting out of the boom what they can, 
though they have advanced to the status of "social partners." Should 
the workers renounce this just because they have been degraded to the 
level of "social partners?" The "over-all economic requirements" do 
not prevent the entrepreneurs from raking in unlimited profits — 
profits that beat, everything we have ever seen. Why should labor be 
obligated to accept a "moderate wage policy" which denies it a greater 
share in increased production and in the technical advances? Solidar- 
itaet /Solidarity/, the organ of the OeGB /Öesterreichischer Gewerk- 
schaftsbund — Austrian Federation of Labor Unions/, in its issue of 
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21 November 1959 wrote that the important thing is not ",,0 to force 
major wage hikes .».at any price, even at the price of damage to the 
public welfares" But what is public welfare, if it is not the well- 
being of the individual, working people? "If the union were to demand 
and win general wage demands in times of runaway prices," wrote Welt 
der Arbeit /labor world/, the SP /Sozialistische Partei — Socialist 
Part2/ plant newspaper, in its latest issue, "the price-raising causes 
would be increased." That is an ideal blank check for profits, which 
the SP article does not even mention. 

The workers have been able to acquire quite a few things in re- 
cent years, generally in those families where several family members 
are working. But at what price? At the price of increased rush-rush 
and more of a rat race, which will disable them earlier. The union 
leadership itself has paid for the inadequate working time reduction 
with a promise of collaboration in the increase in productivity. And 
the nightmare of the monthly payments under the installment plan has 
turned into shackles which hinder the fighting capability of the work- 
ers and makes it easier for the entrepreneurs and the coalition parties 
to pursue their wage freeze policies. 

The class standpoint in the boom therefore also corresponds to the 
class dignity and the class pride of labor, to the need for throwing 
the weight of labor into the scales of dispute, with all the more op- 
portunity, since in Austria the "social partner" is weakened by the ex- 
tensive nationalisation measures and is partly robbed of its backing 
due to the geographic location of the country. Of course, this class 
standpoint contradicts the theories of "social partnership" which drown 
the fighting spirit of labor in mealy-mouthed phrases alluding to the 
consideration for "over-all economic requirements" and which pretend to 
see the hydra of economic crisis in every wage movement. Olah declared 
at the OeGB Congress that battles and strikes would certainly have 
brought the workers success, but that the OeGB leadership is proud to 
win without battles. 

Of course, the workers have achieved this and that in recent years. 
But at what price? See above. And the decisive thing above all is the 
fact that these improvements represent but a fraction of what the work- 
ers could have gotten out of this boom if the entrepreneurs had been 
made to feel the combat readiness of the workers to a greater degree» 
This also applies to the agreement on the demands of the metal workers 
which was preceded by a 2-year "cooling-off" period. 

Theories Against the Class Struggle 

The entrepreneurs will find it difficult to decide on greater con- 
cessions vis-a-vis the demands of the workers so long as they know that 
ever new theories exhort labor to passivity and to waiting for decisions 
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from heaven. In the concept of the OeGB at the last congress it was 
"solidar'ism" which protested against the intentions and possibilities 
of the  better-paid workers to get more of a share out of the boom, 
With Its demand for "income equality," this concept did not combine 
pcriv^ps the principle of a greater share in the increased productivity 
and production .'vis-a-vLr the provocative profits of the entrepreneurs 
(:.:!  -"-'be economic ruction of this issue); rather, it linked with this 

(IK*;:..-*".  v,he .-'enuxj'.'.-lior- of these worker categories, in order not to 
':;-.,■'• • o 'i-)c. ease -äe gap leading to the less-paid workers. As if it 
v-'•..'■ '.ot e::.  old Larson of the union movement — which was again con- 
fir:,.\. in tne wage agreement of the metal trades — that the battle 
of tne stronger worker groups will also benefit the less-paid workers 
who es ''tail-end" position will thus be eased. And as if the renuncia- 
tion of wage demands by the stronger worker categories did not merely 
resu'J; in the entrepreneurs getting morel 

At the SP congress, Pittermann and Hillegeist advocated the thesis 
that the exploitation of the workers in the enterprises had been over- 
cone and had been shifted to the market, so that in our times it is ob- 
vic^ly more important to have "consumer conferences" than a class strug- 
<pl> t/iat is now to be fought out in the "parity commission" which de- 
c:..•■■      On price rises and wage hikes. 

Wow, labor certainly cannot renounce its fight against the price 
dictating of the cartels which assures the latter of colossal profits; 
the demands for the amendment of the inadequate cartel law is still 
justified. Under certain conditions and circumstances, labor must by 
no means reject the commissions in which it negotiates with the repre- 
sentatives of the entrepreneurs. But concretely, the "parity commis- 
sion" in Austria means that labor in practice renounces any greater 
pressure on its "social partner"; the "parity commission" after all 
does not decide whether there are to be any wage hikes or not; rather, 
it decides whether such demands for wage hikes may at all be raised. 

And above alls the wage fight in the enterprises and unions re- 
mains decisive for the greater share in the boom because the exploita- 
tion of the worker takes place in the enterprise and the surplus value, 
which is squeezed out of the muscles and nerves of the worker, is 
realized only on the market, i.e., it is transformed into money. Cer- 
tainly, the entrepreneurs try to indemnify themselves through price 
rises for the fact that they cannot directly cut wages in boom times. 
"Creeping inflation," as the Catholic Furche /Furrow/" wrote on 28 Novem- 
ber, is "the price for full employment and the welfare state of our 
days." The theories of "social partnership" demand of the workers that 
they swallow these price rises — the main thing being that the boom 
remains preserved; but they demand of labor also that it be satisfied 
with "reasonable" wages — the main thing again being that the boom re- 
mains preserved. The wage and price spiral becomes an inflation scare 



when the workers make the demands; but it rests in the Museum of History 
when the entrepreneurs continually rake in extra profits from price 
rises. As if wage demands were not'the best weapon against price risesl 
As if the guaranteeing and raising of.the workers' purchasing power did 
not remain the best means for' the guaranteeing of employment J 

After the Plant Council Elections  ; 

It seems to us that the class standpoint represented by the com- 
munists in the boom contributed to the successes in the plant council 
elections which were discussed in great detail in the opposition press 
and on the radio. The SP plant newspaper contented itself with the 
statement that the workers elected communist plant councilmen, not be- 
cause they are communists but despite the fact that they are communists. 
It ±3  certainly one of the strong points of our party that it has worker 
representatives in the plants who enjoy prestige far beyond the frame- 
work of the party; in this, their personality was shaped by their com- 
munist convictions. But the fact is that the same comrades found it 
difficult 2 years ago to win the votes of the enterprise personnel. At 
that time the aftereffect of the events of 1956 was undoubtedly still 
greater, while this time the general developments made it easier for 
the cummur.ipts to act; and the successes in the plant council elections 
in a certain measure can also be traced back to the fact that the class 
standpoint ;>£ the communists — to the effect that the workers, in the 
representation cf their justified demands, must not simply rely on the 
"parity commission" — found increasing resonance in the enterprises. 
It is interesting to note that a large portion of the new voters who 
voted for our plant councils consisted.of young workers who were not 
impressed by the statesman-like implorations of the union leaders and 
considered the class standpoint as something understandable and quite 
natural. 

This class standpoint is all the more necessary for labor because, 
in the wake of the rate increases on the railroads and in the post of- 
fice, it must also expect price rises and hence the serious danger that 
the share of the workers in the boom will become smaller instead of 
greater. Price rises are a byproduct of capitalist booms and furnish 
recurring proof that capitalism cannot resolve the contradiction be- 
tween the unlimited possibility of increasing production and the lag- 
ging purchasing power — a contradiction which leads to crises. To 
defend the class standpoint against the rise in the cost of living; to 
oppose all theories of "social partnership" which exhort labor to re- 
nounce a greater share in the boom; to refute the legend of the wage- 
price spiral with which the price rises are supposed to be made more 
palatable for the workers; to stress the need for uniform coordinated 
class struggles for a greater share in the boom — all this will con- 
stitute one of the decisive tasks of the communists in the coming 
months. The short bakers' strike again proved how the thin and fragile 



propaganda shell of "social partnership" is immediately shattered by 
the struggle of the workers; the organ of the OeVP ^Oesterreichische 
Voklspartie — Austrian People fs Party_7" with justification sees in 
ever/ fighting action the "great danger ... to the effectiveness . „e 
of 1.;..ose principles which foria the basis of the parity commission" 
('v/reszeitung /Daily Journal?, 3 December),, 

,:oug'-'. econ;.' ": problems play a decisive role in these disputes, 
tr/r ;:o?<:; 'rt me., ohat the communists can forget about using the "po- 
.V!,---:■:,■..;. i;j.-.,.".hes c,:" ligh';" which — as Lenin wrote once — are generated 
&.!S.OiV\.  i-;bov by th'_ econjsic struggle, in order to point up the political 
interrelationships connected with economic problems» Here we run into 
problern,- summarized in the appeal of the communist parties of Europe 
under- the formula "renewal of democracy," which, among others, also re- 
lates to the initiative and influence of the workers in the various 
prob'l.rr; of economic life. For us in Austria this means concretely, 
abov ■ 311, the awr.reniag of the class initiative against the theory and 
the practice of "iicoial partnership" which seek to explain and glorify 
the waiting for the agreements, decided and negotiated topside, as the 
mocrrn task of the modern worker. Can the workers be content with a 
der.:; •;.-acy in which they certainly can talk about everything but in 
wix::  they have no real say on anything? 

Here our deliberations merge with those great disputes on social- 
ism and capitalism which in the period of peaceful competition between 
socialism and capitalism is of decisive importance. The communists need 
not wait for the crisis in order to prove the superiority of socialism, 
which has no crisis manifestations, which raises the workers' wages in 
a planned fashion, and which puts the possibility of advancement in the 
school bags of every worker child. Though we advance the timely demand 
for the lowering of the retirement age by 5 years, we do not refrain 
from pointing out that this demand has been realized in all labor coun- 
tries. Labor needs the communists as the consistent representatives of 
the class standpoint at all times, under all circumstances; but it needs 
them also as spearhead fighters for a higher socialist way of life in 
which the economic upswing is uninterrupted, in which technical progress 
benefits everyone, and in which the raising of the living standards is 
not periodic possibility but a constant law. 
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■.-.-. IB. WHAT IS EXPLOITATION? 

Weg und Ziel Franz Strobl 
Vol 18, No 1, January i960, Vienna 
Pages 43-50, German (Austrian) monthly per (Communist) 

There is hardly a worker left in Austria today who does not feel 
and know that he is socially handicapped, that a few people are getting 
rich and fat on the work done by him and his fellow workers, that the 
wages of the workers far from correspond to what they create in the way 
of values„ Still, most of these workers do not exactly feel as though 
they are "exploited" and they consider it an exaggeration if they are 
called that. The reason for this lies in the fact that bourgeois lan- 
guage uses the term "exploited" for a kind of tortured and overworked 

■ galley slave, and the term "exploiter" for a blood-sucking fiend, a 
ghxlo This bourgeois concept, which emphasizes not so much the es- 
seiic.-rr of the thing as certain barbaric outward manifestations, did not 
spring up just by chance, but was and is being nurtured consciously — 
because such forms of exploitation today are almost merely something 
out or the distant past and faraway countries and since once can there- 
fore .picture the disappearance of such forms here in our country as the 
disappear?nee of exploitation as a whole. 

The Ilh-xists cannot agree with such a picturization. They are 
less concerned with certain outward forms — which of course change a 
lot in the course of time ~ but with the content, the essence of the 
matter. They speak of exploitation, when a stratum or class of people 
seizes for itself the fruits of the diligence and labor of another so- 
cial class to a: more or less large extent — regardless of the forms 
and methods with which this is done. 

Now, if we word the question in this fashion, we can hardly deny 
that exploitation exists also today in "modern" capitalism, and hence 
that there also "exploiters" and "exploited." According to the official 
reports, 43I people in Austria reported to the tax authorities' that 
their 1955 income exceeded 1 million Schillings; among them we have some 
who admit to 5, 10, and more million Schillings of annual income. The 
number of these millionaires and the amount of their incomes has risen 
considerably since 1955. Where do these incomes come from? Should we 
really think that the people who earn this kind of money accomplish 100 
times more than a diligent and skilled worker? In reality, it is these 
very multimillionaires who do the least work. The colossal values 
which they rake in as "income" must be created by someone who did not 
get them. They are thus products of exploitation.      ■ ■ . 
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Let us take another example. The great corporations are accustomed 
to publishing annual statements on their business successes; these state- 
ments reveal a part of the profits. Thus, the statement of the Steyr- 
Daimler-Puch Corporation shows a profit of 165,000,000 Schillings for 
1958. That is a value which the 15,000 workers and employees of the en- 
terprise created through their labor, but did not get paid out. Figured 
per capita, we find that every person employed by that corporation cre- 
ated -11,000 Schillings of values which he did not find in his pay en- 
velope, but which remained in the cash registers of the enterprise» The 
L-tatement of the Meinl Company yields a similar result. It shows a 
profit of 22.2 million Schillings for 1958, which gives us even more 
than 11,000 Schillings — almost 1,000 Schillings a month — per capita 
of the 2,000 employees. In both cases the profit is even higher, since 
the statements are always "doctored" more or less, and thus hide the 
real amount of the profits, 

Whei': To These Profits Come From? 

Bourgeois propaganda makes it look as though it is not the working 
people who create all these values, but "capital." Capital "works," it 
sa;■•:- here; it "grows," it "bears interest," etc. In reality however 
et!.;.. ; il can neither work nor create any kinds of values; that only the 
working individual can do. One can pile up paper money or gold pieces 
as much as one wants ~ they will not "multiply" by themselves. Ma- 
chines — even the best automatic ones — likewise cannot by themselves 
create any sort of values. It is not the machines that do the work — 
it is the worker who does the work; it is not capital that is growing, 
but it is the worker who causes it to grow through his work. 

One can also readily see that commerce cannot create any values. 
Commerce can only distribute already existing values; the commercial 
profits contain solely a part of that value of the commodities which 
had earlier been created in the enterprises. If the commercial profits 
were to originate out of the fact that every seller simply adds 10 or 
20/3 to the price of the goods he sells, no one would derive any advan- 
tage from that for any length of time; here is why: since everybody is 
seller and buyer at the same time, he would lose on the other side what 
he gained by the price markup in the first place; the thing that would 
come out of all this would be merely a general rise in prices on all 
commodities by 10 or 20$, i„e., a corresponding money devaluation. 
Values therefore can never arise out of the circulation of a commodity, 
but exclusively in its production, whereby of course commerce can ab- 
sorb a part of this value (see pages 397 and 30)0 
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How Exploitation Takes Place' 

The value of commodities is.determined by how much, working time 
went into them0 Just as we measure the weight- of an object with a 
scale, so we measure the trade or barter value (value, for short) ac- 
cording to the working time required to produce (or reproduce it). 
(Of course, we are talking here, not of the individual, but of the so- 
cially necessary working time and one must also take into consideration 
that the working hour of a highly trained worker, who has many years of 
training under his belt, in reality contains more than just one working 
hour.) If a certain commodity for instance contains three to five times 
as much socially necessary working time than another, it also has three 
or five times as much value and one will in general have to pay three 
cr -j-.i-re times as much for it. Of course, this does not mean that the 
pr:!'.:«■- of the commodities always correspond exactly to their particular 
curecut values; depending on the supply and demand, the price of a corn- 
modi -yj sometimes rises above its actual value and sometimes drops below 
it, •'■.hough this is only temporary and these fluctuations balance in the 
course of time. Let us therefore remember this: the commodities in 
geni.cKl &re traded at their real values; here, these values are deter- 
mined rbioufh the socially necessary working time contained in the com- 
modlU^ (V'-ses 392-397, respectively, 25-30). 

iG'r.  v.; new. apply these realizations to the relationships between 
the workerM ■ and she entrepreneurs» If a worker hires himself out and 
takes a job in a capitalist enterprise, we initially seem to have a 
business deal, a barter, such as it is quite customary under capitalism: 
both parties give and both parties take. One side gives its muscle 
power, the other its money — an ordinary trade. This trade Is normal 
also insofar as the worker in general has a free hand, just like the 
entrepreneur; if the two cannot agree, each party is free to look for 
another partner» As in any other trade, supply and demand also play 
an important role here. If the demand is great and the labor supply 
is small, the worker will get a higher price (wage) than if the reverse 
is the case. All this explains that one speaks in the bourgeois world 
of a "labor market," just the.way one speaks of a food market, a book 
market, or a horse market. 

Now, what does the worker sell on the "labor market?" His work 
products? No, for they belong from the very beginning to the entre- 
preneur, who in turn sells them. Does the worker sell his "labor?" 
Not that, either. As Karl Marx proved, the worker sells neither his 
labor nor its products, but he sells his working power for whose value 
the' capitalist reimburses Mm to a greater or lesser extent in the form 
of wages. 
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The value of the commodity called labor here, as Karl Marx showed, 
is determined like any other commodity: through the -working time re- 
quired for its production or reproduction. The value of labor thus co- 
incides with the value of those means which the worker needs in order 
to attain his working power — which include, in addition to the direct, 
momentary living requirements, of course also the means necessary for 
his growing-up and his training, as well as the means for the main- 
tenance of a family (pages 399-^-00, respectively, 32-33)« 

The key point here is this: labor, like any other commodity, does 
have a certain given value, but it is the sole commodity in the world 
that also has a marvelous ability to create values and to be the source 
of value. It is the sole commodity that has creative force and that 
can bring out more value than it possesses itself, i.e., more than it 
needs for its own maintenance. It is precisely thi3 surplus — this 
difference between its own value and the value created by it, this "sur- 
plus value" — that the capitalist seizes for himself; this is where he 
gets his profit. 

A worker might say that he wants to work each day only as many 
hour-", as he needs to create tho3e values which he must have to maintain 
or  : bore his working power. Depending on the level of technology 
(productivity), he would then have to work 2, 3, or h  hours daily. In 
this time, he would so to speak have "worked off" his wages. But the 
standard working time, as we know, is not 2-k  hours, but 8 hours daily3 
The worker thus does excess work; the value he creates in this excess 
working time forms the surplus value, 

Marx expressed this fact also in the following manner: the normal 
working day of a worker has two parts:  (a) the "necessary working 
time," in which that value is created which corresponds to the value of 
the working power Or the wages, and (b) the "excess working time" in 
which an excess product is created which forms the surplus value. It 
is the latter which the capitalist class makes it own (pages 1*-01-U02, 
respectively, 35). With this theory of the surplus value, Marx exposed 
the mechanism of exploitation under capitalism in which the worker in 
general gets back the value of that which he puts on the market (his 
working power) and in which the capitalist still profits. 

How all we need to do is to explain what forces or enables the two 
partners to remain in their unequal positions. The power of the capital- 
ist to buy labor and exploit it rests first of all on the fact that he 
possesses the means of production, that is, fixed and movable "capital"; 
the worker's need to offer his working power for sale, conversely, 
springs from the fact that he has no means of production» The worker, 
to be sure, is not forced to work for a certain capitalist, but he must 
work for some capitalist somewhere if he does not want to starve» 
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Exploitation Is Increasing 

The exploitation of man is no invention of capitalism. For more 
than 5,000 years^, man has been able to produce more values than he ab- 
solutely needs for his own living; even in the past there have there- 
fore been classes which seized the excess product of. a class and ex- 
ploited the latter. The thing that has changed in the course of time 
is not the fact of exploitation, but its manifestation, its method 
and — its extent. 

If we tell a man today that exploitation has increased in the course 
of time, that under present-day capitalism it is even much greater than 
for instance under the system of human slavery, we will at first run 
into disbelief. This is because people today confuse the forms of ex- 
ploitation with their extent, The outward manifestations of exploita- 
tion certainly have been "refined" in the course of history; they have 
become "humanized" — but that.does not change anything on the fact that 
the real degree of exploitation has increased. This degree of exploita- 
tion depends on how great the work productivity is, in other words, how 
great that excess product is which.a man can create. But labor produc- 
tivity has increased tremendously in the course of time, especially in 
the par;; century;. The excess product thus grew constantly and the de- 
gree c: sexploitation therefore grew with it, though its forms became 
more :•.*(•■-.-'I. j* : 1, 

But have not working hours been shortened in the past century? Did 
not the standard of living of the workers improve? Have not social laws 
been won in battle? Are not the food, clothing, and shelter of the 
workers today better than in the old days? All that is certainly true, 
but productivity has increased even faster. Here is an undeniable fact 
of capitalism: the more modern the technology used, the higher the pro- 
duct ivity of the workers, the shorter — despite all achievements of the 
working class — is the necessary working time and the longer is the 
excess working time from which the capitalist draws his profit. It is 
therefore also senseless and hopeless to wait for the exploitation of 
capitalism to get gradually smaller and to stop entirely in the end. 
It is similarly false to assume that any rise in the living standard 
of the working class must be accompanied by an abatement in exploita- 
tion. We have seen this for ourselves in Austria during.the past cen- 
tury: of the results of a considerable productivity increase, the work- 
ers have been.able to win only a small share; their living standard has 
risen somewhat, to be sure, but the profits and hence the degree of ex- 
ploitation have risen much more. 
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The Camouflage of Exploitation 

That many workers are so little aware of the factual increase in 
exploitation, yes, even of the fact of exploitation itself, is also 
connected with the fact that exploitation under capitalism appears in 
a skilfully camouflaged form. Excess work, respectively, unpaid work, 
is not visible, for the wages are calculated according to the total 
number of working hours accomplished. One working hour looks like the 
next; all look as though they had been paid for; whatever constitutes 
necessary working time and what constitutes excess working time can be 
determined only through complicated calculations which cannot be made 
without a look at the books of the enterprise. The form of wage pay- 
ment hides the split of the working day into necessary and excess work- 
ing time, into paid and unpaid work (page 403, respectively, 36). 

There is a simple yardstick for the degree of exploitation: we 
compare that which the worker creates in the excess working time with 
that which he produces in the necessary working time, or — which is 
the same — we compare the surplus value with the wages. If, e„g., 
the necessary working time is 6 hours, and the excess working time is 
3 hours, the surplus value attains half the amount of the wage and the 
surplus value rate is 50$. If the necessary and the excess working 
time are k  or kj? hours each, the wage and the surplus value are equal 
and the surplus value rate is 100$. In case of 3 hours of necessary 
and 6 hours of excess working time, the surplus value is twice as large 
as the wage, and the surplus value rate is thus 200$, etc. The in- 
vestigations required on this score for all of Austrian industry have 
for a long time been conducted in Weg und Ziel where it was calculated 
each time which part of the total product of Austrian industry was paid 
out in the form of wages and which part thereof got into other hands. 
We get the following impressive compilation. 

Year 

Surplus 
Value 
Rate 

Necessary 
Working Time 

Excess Working 
Time (at 8 
hours) 

1937' 9^ h  hrs 07 rain 3 hrs 53 miH 

19^9 130 3 hrs 29 min h  hrs 31 min 

1950 162 3 hrs 03 min k  hrs 57 min 

1951 177 2 hrs 53 min 5 hrs 07 min 

1952 193 2 hrs kk  min 5 hrs l6 min 

1953 189 2 hrs k-6 min 5 hrs lk min 
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Year 

Surplus 
Value 
Rate 

Necessary 
Working Time. 

Excess Working 
Time (at 8 
hours) 

195^ 211 2 hrs 3^ min' 5 hrs 26 min 

1955 229 2 hrs 26 min 5 hrs 3^ min 

1956 227 2 hrs 27 min . 5 hrs 33 min 

1957 239 2 hrs 22 min 5 hrs 38 min 

1958 256 2 hrs 15 min 5 hrs i*-5 min 

At first this calculation seems exaggerated. It sounds rather 
incredible that a worker works only 2-jj- hours out of his daily 8 hours 
for his wages and that he does 5 and 3/h hours excess work. Even that 
which we can calculate from the balance sheets in the form of profit — 
imposing as it may be — does not correspond to such an order of magni- 
tude. But the matter can easily be explained. The surplus value in- 
cludes all value 5 »hich are created by productively active people and 
which did not flow back to them in the form of money or commodities. 
The ;r;ro.?it derived from trade, the capital interest of the baker, the 
rent i'or the property owner, the taxes and contributions of the entre- 
preneurs to the government, which serve for the maintenance of the 
latter and hence for the preservation of the existing system of exploita- 
tion — all that must also be taken out of surplus value (pages ij-05, re- 
spectively, 38)0 The surplus value, which is created in the plant of a 
certain capitalist entrepreneur, thus only partly remains in the pockets 
of this entrepreneur as profit; the rest is. divided up among a whose 
series of sectors of the capitalist economy, as well as the capitalist 
state, and there is no lack of bitter conflicts and battles in this 
process. In this battle it might happen under certain circumstances 
that one or the other capitalist has nothing left or winds up only 
with so small a part of the surplus value created in his enterprise 
that he is squeezed out by his competitors and has to go out of busi- 
ness. His individual profit would then be very small or he might even 
have losses which however changes nothing on the fact that surplus 
value is created in his enterprise and that the workers employed there 
are exploited. This circumstance of course also contributes to the 
camouflaging of the real degree of exploitation. 

The Effort Toward the Increase of Surplus Value 

An important difference of capitalist exploitation as against the 
precapitalist forms of exploitation consists also in the fact that it 
is unlimited8 In order to cut out his competitor, each individual 
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capitalist must try to produce not only as cheaply as possible but 
also in as large quantities as possible; that means that he must con- 
stantly enlarge and expand his facilities. The means for this can be 
obtained only from an increased exploitation of the workers. Whether 
the capitalist is personally a greedy individual, whether his per- 
sonality is pleasant or not — he must try to squeeze more and more 
out of the muscles and nerves of "his" workers, for otherwise his com- 
petitor will have him with his back to the wall; his competitor will 
of course be the more successful, the less scruples he has. It is not 
personal greed, but the conditions inherent in capitalism which are 
the driving force for the constant increase in exploitation, 

The capitalists have many means available for the increase of ex- 
ploitation. First of all they have of course the tool of direct and 
indirect wage pressure. Especially in times of crisis and great unem- 
ployment, the capitalists do not shrink from direct, open wage cuts 
and despite the resistance of the workers, they might succeed in forcing 
wages below the value of labor for a certain time. In boom times and 
during low unemployment, the capitalists resort to indirect wage reduc- 
tions by organizing, with the help of the government, a controlled money 
devaluation, a "creeping inflation," which leaves the nominal wages un- 
touched, which even allows a certain increase in nominal wages, but 
which nevertheless lowers the real value of the wages — their purchas- 
ing power. 

The methods of direct and indirect wage pressure are aimed at a 
direct lowering of the real wages of the worker. But can the capital- 
ists also increase the surplus value? Can they increase the exploita- 
tion when the real wages remain the same or even rise? Even that is 
possible. Let us look at a simple "model" here: the line below repre- 
sents in its full length an 8-hour working day of a worker; its left 
part symbolizes the necessary working time and its right part the ex- 
cess working time: 

/ L / 
It is obvious that the capitalist can increase the excess working 

time and hence his profits in two ways. First, by making the working 
day longer, iee., by extending cur line to the right. Second, he can 
compress the necessary working time in which the worker works off his 
wages, i.e., he can shift the center tick mark on our line to the left. 
Marx calls the first method the method of "absolute" surplus value and 
the second that of "relative" surplus value. 

The first method prevailed during the early stages of capitalism 
and led to a situation where the working day was often stretched up to 
ll+ and 16 hours, i,e0, to the physical endurance limit of the indi- 
vidual — and not infrequently also beyond it. The method of absolute 
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surplus value did not fade into the background until the worker move- 
ment developed and forced the introduction of the legal standard work- 
ing day as a result of battles which belong to the most heroic chap- 
ters of its history» This does not mean that it has disappeared en- 
tirely. In modern times, rather, it has assumed a new form, the form 
of overtime work0 Though higher wages must be paid for one hour of 
overtime work than for a normal working hour, surplus value is created 
in the overtime working hours, and the exploitation of the worker thus 
increases. Regular overtime work besides presses hard against normal 
wages, so that finally a situation develops in which the workers can 
no longer live on their normal wages and must grind out overtime hours. 
The legal limitation of the working day is thus cancelled out in fact. 

The more important method for the increase of exploitation today 
however is the method of relative surplus value, i.e., the progressive 
compression of the necessary working time, in order thus to attain a 
greater stretch-out of the excess working time and hence of the surplus 
value. The surplus value grows here because the worker works off his 
wages in a shorter time3 This method is easier for the entrepreneurs 
to use, for they can thus increase the exploitation without having to 
lower wages direr':ly« 

Since Marx wrote his Lohn, Preis und Profit /wage, Price, and 
Profj.tT, much has changed of course. But the essence of exploitation 
is unchanged. The realization of this essence will also help us to 
answer next time in this section the question as to whether wage hikes 
must lead to price rises. 

5058 
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2.     INTERVIEW WITH SANTIAGO CARRILLO,  SECRETARY-GENERAL 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF SPAIN  (HOW TO GET OUT OF DICTATORSHIP) 

France Nouvelle . 
25 February i960, Paris 
Pages 19-20, French weekly np (Communist) 

Inflation, which is the basis and economic instrument of the 
Franco regime, is at the present time bringing Spain to the 
edge of bankruptcy, and the remedies invented by Franco are 
proving to be just as catastrophic. To such an extent that 
we are seeing, on the one hand, an even more rapid disinte- 
gration of the elements that support the regime and, on the 
other hand, the logical and fundamentally positive formation 
of numerous opposition groups and parties. The Sixth Congress 
of the Communist Party studied these new developments. It 
adopted a series of measures to get the country out of this 
climate of indecision. We have put, to the new secretary- 
general of this Party, Santiago Carrillo, a number of ques- 
tions to which he has very kindly replied. 

The economic and political situation in Spain has recently deteri- 
orated in a tragic manner, especially after the adoption by Franco, in 
July 1958, of the so-called plan for economic stabilization. What are 
the consequences of this plan for all of the levels of the Spanish popu- 
lation? What progress has been made in the struggle of the popular 
masses? 

The so-called plan for "stabilization" has caused a serious eco- 
nomic paralysis, aggravating the cyclical crisis that began in April of 
last year. Demand has fallen off abruptly, and industries that are re- 
ducing production are being obliged to accumulate stocks. The govern- 
ment, finding that "stabilization" has gone too far, is now trying, un- 
successfully, to bring about a recovery. The large banks and even the 
Ministry of Commerce predict for coming months a further decline in pro- 
duction and extension of unemployment. 

On the third of this month, in a speech to the heads of the fascist 
trade unions, the Minister Ullastres admitted that it is "impossible to 
say what the present situation is with regard to the plan, or what eco- 
nomic policy is going to be followed." 

These words illustrate the confusion in government circles before 
the situation that has been created and the resistance to the plan of 
"stabilization." 
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According to Xhe Central Bank — one of the six great banks o* , v,,, 
oligarchy — the application of the plan has already brought about a 
reduction of 20 percent in the pay of Spanish workers. This percentage 
is undoubtedly lower than the real figure. Moreover, cost of living, 
according to official statistics, has increased in the first ten months 
of 1959 by 2„51 percent, and this despite the economic crisis. 

Unemployment is increasing. It is not possible to determine ex- 
actly the number of workers unemployed in recent months, since there 
are no reliable statistics; but it is quite possible that the number 
exceeds 200,000. It is calculated that the number of unemployed work- 
ers will soon fluctuate between 500,000 and one million. • 

Unemployment in the rural areas is also increasing, accompanying 
the increase in poverty of the peasants, as a result of the decline in 
prices and lack of markets for various agricultural products. 

The Masses Protest 

Discontent among the workers and the peasants is about to explode, 
in spite of the repressive measures. A few days ago, in Madrid, a Com- 
munist worker, Carlos Fernandez, was sentenced to ten years in prison 
for having taken part in a strike. 

On the 25th of January, It-, 000 workers assembled in Madrid in front 
of the building of the "vertical trade associations" to demand higher 
pay and measures against unemployment. 

Also in the month of January, demonstrations of workers were held 
during four days before the city hall of Tarrasa, an important indus- 
trial city on the outskirts of Barcelona. 

In Malaga, workers of a large metallurgical plant stopped work and 
demonstrated before the office of the plant. At Seville a mass demon- 
stration was held before the palace of the archbishop to demand work 
and better pay. In four important towns of Seville Province, Alcala de 
Guadaira, Carmona, Brenes, and La Flnconada, masses of workers and peas- 
ants demonstrated in the streets to protest against unemployment and 
poverty. In several enterprises of Madrid, Barcelona, and Biscaya, the 
action of the workers prevented dismissals. 

All of these developments show that a great movement in the strug- 
gle of the masses is beginning. The Sixth Congress of the Spanish Com- 
munist Party has indicated this way, that of the united struggle of the 
working masses against the stabilization plan and its consequences, as 
the only way that can prevent unemployment and poverty from reaching 
terrible proportions for the working class. The actions I have cited 
confirm the correctness of our point of view. 
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The working class and the nasses of the peasants are not alone in 
protesting against the plan, Konmonopolistic members of the bourgeois 
class recognise that the situation is very critical« Failures of non- 
monopolistic firms are occurring at a rapid rate» Other firms are 
awaiting only the authorization of the government to close and dismiss 
workers, because of the lack of orders for continued production. 

Behavior of the monopolistic oligarchy shows the extent of the 
resistance to the stabilisation plan. The leading banks are already 
openly criticizing, if not the principle of "stabilization," at least 
the manner of carrying out the plan. 

The Urquijo Bank, another of the "six great banks" declares in 
reporting on the results of the plan at the end of 1959 that the Span- 
ish economy continues to be controlled and "that a controlled economy 
brings on inflation, which is not compatible with stability." The 
bank demands the "liberation" of the labor market (that is, unlimited 
freedom of employers to dismiss workers), reduction in taxes and pub- 
lic expenditures and at the same time the cancellation of orders for 
American coal and iron and steel products, and also measures to find 
outlets for national coal by forbidding the use of fuel oil. 

In turn, the Central Bank declares there can be no stabilization 
so long as employing firms do not have authorization to dismiss work- 
ers without restriction, It condemns also the increase in taxes and 
in public expenditures. 

The chemical industry trust demands guarantees from the government 
for the nitrogenous fertilizer industry, in view of the "freeing" of 
imports of such fertilizers«, 

Capitalists Are Dissatisfied 

Capitalists in Biscaya are demanding new government orders and 
cessation of measures "freeing" foreign trade, although these measures 
have not yet been enforced. 

Each monopolistic group complains to the extent it is injured. 
But almost all find that the "stabilization" plan has not brought them 
what they were expecting, and they are protesting. 

The Franco government had accepted the plan imposed by the OEEC 
and the International Monetary Fund as the only way permitting the re- 
ceipt of foreign loans and preventing the bankruptcy of the government, 
which found itself in the first months of 1959 without one dollar in 
the treasury and unable to meet its international obligations. 
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But the plan included among other measures the devaluation of the 
peseta from k2 to 60pesetas to the dollar, the cessation of inflation- 
ist policy, and the progressive freeing of foreign trade. This brought 
about a rise in price/of products and raw materials imported, with re- 
sulting brutal repercussions as to transport costs, and as to a radical 
reduction in investment and in public.and private credit, aggravated to 
a considerable extent by inflation. 

At the same time, the "freeing" of foreign trade, combined with 
the prospect of European "integration," made it clear that Spanish pro- 
duction, both industrial and agricultural, is far from being competi- 
tive,, 

The policy accepted by the Franco government when it promulgated 
the stabilization plan implies that sooner or later there will be in- 
tegration in the European market and, consequently, dismissal of half 
of the labor force in industry and of two-thirds of the workers in ag- 
riculture. 

Modernization .of industrial and agricultural equipment requires an 
enormous amount o:f capital, which can be found only in part by much 
more- intense exploitation of the workers and peasants, by more brutal 
expropriation of the nonmonopolistic bourgeois class,- and even by 
elimination of certain lagging sectors controlled by monopolistic 
capital. 

In order to impose this policy on the Spanish people, to oblige 
them to make the enormous sacrifices involved — after all they have 
already endured — there will be needed a political power much stronger 
than the dictatorship of General Franco is at present. 

This explains why the government is hesitating and giving the im- 
pression of not knowing where it is going. 

A declaration of the episcopacy has been issued in support of 
Franco, notwithstanding all the demagogism it contains regarding 
"austerity." The regime fears there will be a large increase in un- 
employment. It is urging employers to delay dismissals. It thinks 
some change in the situation or a miracle will occur to solve the 
difficulties. 

But the capitalists are declaring that they cannot continue op- 
erating without large scale dismissal of workers; that the situation 
will not change if they are forced to continue producing to accumulate 
stocks. Bitter comment regarding the declaration by the episcopacy is 
heard in capitalist circles. 
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The real question faced by the government is: "If we draw the 
strings too tightly, if we impose new sacrifices, there is risk that 
a popular movement will break out and put an end to the regime0" The 
capitalists reply: "Yes, this is possible; but it is also certain that 
the government's policy is 'decapitalizing' our enterprises, is ruining 
uso It is more than we can endure0" 

The First Signs of a Great Upsurge of the Movement of the Masses 

What will happen? What will the Franco government attempt to get 
itself out of this predicament? 

Everything depends on the development of the struggle and of the 
unity of the popular masses, the working class primarily. If the strug- 
gle does not attain the necessary development, the government and the 
monopolistic oligarchy will end by agreeing as to the possibility of 
creating large scale unemployment and of further exploitation of the 
workers remaining in production. 

They will impose new burdens on the peasant masses; they will 
apply new measures of expropriation harmful to the nonmonopolistic 
bourgeois class. The sufferings of the working masses will be aggra- 
vated in a tragic manner. 

On the other hand, if the working class and the popular masses 
continue with their movement, if the actions we have cited are the first 
signs of a great upsurge of the movement of the masses, as we can hope, 
and if the struggles of this kind multiply throughout the country, con- 
ditions for a great national strike against the dictatorship will be 
created« The question of a political change will then arise in an ir- 
resistible manner« 

The reality of this prospect is admitted today by all the opposi- 
tion parties, and a large number of officials of the dictatorship and 
many members of the clergy have, in private, the same views. 

This is what has brought a part of the opposition groups — the 
Catalan parties, the socialists of the interior, the CMT (anarchist 
syndicate) of Catalonia, the Popular Liberation Front, the Social 

. Democratic Action — to recognize the necessity of coordinating ef- 
forts with the Communist Party. This opinion is shared by certain 
elements in all of the other parties, including the Spanish Union 
Party. 
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A "Round Table" 

The Spanish Communist Party has proposed a meeting of all opposi- 
tion parties for a "round table" discussion. What is the significance 
of this proposal? How has it been received in Spain? Have you already 
received replies? 

The appeal approved at the Sixth Congress of the Spanish Communist 
Party and addressed to all forces of the anti-Franco opposition, takes 
this situation into accountP It expresses our desire to collaborate 
with all opposition parties and groups, even with those of the right, 
in seeking a peaceful solution of the problem of the regime, in order 
to give the people an opportunity to decide freely as to the political 
organization of the country. 

Our appeal is addressed to the socialists and "cenetistes" (an- 
archist syndicates) and to the rightist parties, to the Christian So- 
cial Democrats and to the Spanish Union, 

For many years, the majority of these forces have tended to op- 
pose progress and! have taken refuge in passivity. But today a combina- 
tion cf many factors: deterioration of the economic situation, the 
pred;.cament of the Franco dictatorship, the necessity of finding a 
solution to the serious economic and political problems, the struggle 
of the popular masses in the streets — if the latter takes place in 
a. manner according to our hopes — can compel the most laggard of these 
forces to depart from their die-hard or wait-and-see attitudes inspired 
by fear of the people. 

Our proposal for a "round table" conference of all anti-Franco 
forces takes into consideration the differing features of the opposi- 
tion to the dictatorship, an opposition that is characterized by its 
heterogeneity. 

The "round table" would be a kind of parliament of the opposition, 
with a great diversity of points of view and positions. It would quite 
certainly confirm what is already known: the existence of serious dif- 
ferences as to solutions to the economic and political problems of our 
country, once the dictatorship is abolished. But it would surely permit 
the reaching of common conclusions: a) the necessity of putting an end 
to the dictatorship; b) agreement that this must be done by peaceful 
means; c)the necessity of proceeding toward re-establishment of po- 
litical liberties, toward a regime in which differences can be resolved 
in a peaceful manner; d) the necessity of respecting the will of the 
majority and the rights of minorities; e) the necessity of granting 
extensive political amnesty; f) the desirability of solving the serious 
economic problems from a national point of view by taking into account 
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the interests of the people, without putting Spanish economy under the 
yoke of European and North American monopolies; g) the necessity of 
following a policy of peace and of coexistence between the two world 
systems, notwithstanding the sympathies of each group for one or the 
other of these two systems, etc. 

Thus, a "round table" conference could result in common action 
against the dictatorship, or at least efforts devoted to this purpose, 
by each group according to its special methods and possibilities. A 
conference of this kind, or a series of such conferences, could result 
in the formation of a provisional government, constituted by all or a 
part of the participants, but supported at least with regard to certain 
questions by all the participants. 

A "round table" conference could give an opportunity for concluding 
a pact or agreement of a general character, or for reaching agreement 
on certain particular questions«, Even without eliminating differences 
separating the various groups, even without establishing close col- 
laboration between them, it would be possible to reach agreement as 
to action against the dictatorship and as to seme important subsequent 
measures. 

In short, this action could present a concrete alternative to the 
dictatorship, an alternative that would have wide national support. 

Beaching Agreement 

We have not yet received definite replies to our appeal. Between 
parties and illegal groups, the taking of positions on such important 
questions requires time. But we know that our proposal has been re- 
ceived with sympathy by certain groups. 

We are convinced that in one way or another the anti-Franco forces 
must come to an agreement. The road to follow may be the "round table" 
conference that we propose. If the crisis in Spain becomes rapidly 
worse, as seems possible, it is possible that agreement will be reached 
without a round table conference. 

Everything depends on the struggle by the masses. If this de- 
velops, much of the resistance to unity will be overcome„ Many of 
those who today do not want to collaborate with the Communists will 
prefer to do it rather than to become isolated. Others who are dream- 
ing of political changes that are "made to measure" and arranged from 
above, changes which actually will change nothing, will prefer demo- 
cratic solutions which we and other forces are proposing and not the 
solution that for them would be "an adventure." 
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The Communists have much patience; in politics patience is some- 
times very necessary. We are following a correct policy and are every 
day more closely bound to the masses. Our fundamental effort is con- 
centrated on uniting and mobilizing the masses and strengthening the 
Communist Party«. The longer the delay in talking with us, the stronger 
will be our voice and the more our words will weigh in the balance. 
Were it not for the suffering and the poverty of the people who are 
waiting for us, we could say that today in Spain the only ones who can 
allow themselves the luxury of waiting are the Communists, and in our 
case this has nothing to do with what is called a "wait-and-see policy." 

5366 
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3. ARTICLES ON US-SOVIET RELATIONS 

The USSR and the US 

Rinascita Augusto Livi 
VoTTö," No 12, December 1959,  Rome 
Pages 8^9-853, Italian monthly per (Communist) 

The Stars and Stripes were fluttering on the eve of the 7th of No- 
vember before the quiet neoclassic facade of the Pushkin Museum in Mos- 
cow. The halls of the Museum had.opened on an Exhibition of American 
art, announced some time previously in the course of the discussion in 
the Supreme Soviet by the USSR Culture Minister Mikhailov himself. He 
had revealed among other things that the reestablishment of Soviet- 
American cultural relations was the "new fact" of recent years and that 
in the not too distant future, this reciprocity would be instanced in 
the simultaneous staging in both countries of the premiere of films 
produced by the USA and the USSR; a few days later, a group of American 
films was showin in Moscow, It was not the first time that American 
"resence" on Soviet soil had been asserted with such symbolic vigor. 

At the Exposition, which ran from the end of July till September 
of this year, 1959, in the Sokolniki Park, one of the most frequented 
parks of Moscow and the most romantic, to boot, the Stars and Stripes 
had endured the heat and inclemency of the Russian summer. We were on 
hand when a group of Soviet youths ran it up on the pole, while Ameri- 
can boys were hoisting, on a twin pennant, the Soviet flag. Nixon had 
come to the USSR; Krushchev had begun talks with him. A few days later 
came the announcement of the Soviet premier's visit to the US. Since 
then much has happened and other fruitful meetings are expected on the 
road of understanding between the two greatest countries in the world, 
on the way to peace among nations. 

It was not from this juxtaposition of flags, of course, that re- 
laxation took its issuej but it is an undoubted fact that such a juxta- 
position is an important and, to a certain extent, decisive symptom of 
the development today in process, and that, without this meeting and 
getting to know one another at close range, the peace of the world will 
be resting on a not very solid basis, An ever larger number of people, 
these days, are realizing that concrete steps must be taken to overcome 
the myth of the Bear and the Eagle, of the Russian bear and the Ameri- 
can eagle, staring at one another and threatening one another by the 
coast, without being able to come to grips, since one is a continental 
power and the other a maritime. The myth which provided the title for 
a well-known book of the journalist, Victor Alexandrov, is in reality 
a two-edged sword. It can serve as a demonstration of the tragic use- 
lessness of war, but can also serve to justify power politics, of 
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"non-recognition" on the American side, the refusal to talk, the notions 
of "containment" and "roll-back." The fact remains, in any case, that 
the balance of power that once existed has changed, that today there are 
no longer any exclusively continental or exclusively maritime powers;; 

that there is substantially no square, on the old strategic chessboard 
of the world, onto which a player can retreat with any reasonable proba- 
bility of salvation from nuclear destruction,- The world has been made 
forcibly one, and it is no longer possible to live without the physical 
existence and thought of the one clashing with the existence and think- 
ing of the other» The American and Soviet crowds who got a sight, at 
New York and at Moscow, of the very first samples of peaceful coexistence 
are profoundly aware of this fact. It must be said that the people of 
the USSR, as a whole, have been aware of this for longer than have the 
Americans. Their degree of awareness was broader, more active, more 
"aggressive«" In the course of his American trip, Krushchev once re- 
marked ironically during a speech: "Maybe you want to ring down the 
Iron Curtain again!" It was no mere polemical inversion of a cold war 
expression; it was in substance a statement of fact. One of the loud- 
est propaganda backfires of recent years was the starting of the — 
what shall we call it? — "cultural" campaign of the West vis-a-vis the 
Soviet Union* T-it-, line which the West took toward the East was approxi- 
mate:.-, this:■ "You know nothing of us, and when people know they won't ■ 
be able to resist,, We know everything about you: here we read and 
study your works and we sympathize with you. Your government does not 
dare let the proofs of our successes get through to you.'1 

They didn't know anything. If there was an effort, during the 
darkest years of the cold war, it was the effort to bar public opinion 
in the West from any access to the real civil, social and production 
picture in the USSR. The great illusion, cherished by the leading 
circles of the West, was that they possessed a.cultural deterrent, over 
and above the military one, against the Soviet camp„ It required a 
shock of cosmic proportionsto rouse a wave of curiosity and passionate 
interest. Actually, the Soviet view had been a sensible and adult one 
for some time. The army of students and scientists, of workers and 
peasants, whomade possible this' change of front, who changed the face 
of the world, was' not acting and thinking as were the Americans. No 
one in the Soviet Union has ever posed the problem of relations with 
the West and in particular with the Americans in terms of a supremacy 
already achieved. The supremacy — as has always been said and con- 
tinues to be said today — is in the system; but results are not 
achieved once and for all. 

Recently, in the course of a trip through the Baltic countries, I „ 
happened to pose three times, in Vilna, Riga and Tallinn^ the same ques- 
tion: what is the foreign language most studies in your national 
schools? The reply was always the same: English. 'I believe this has 
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been the case for years now^ and it is not just a matter of curricula. 
Furthermore the talks that anyone can have with Soviet citizens from 
the most varied professions will confirm him in the idea that the atti- 
tude of the peoples of the USSR, in their daily work, in the cultural 
and political development of their way of thinking, is directed in large 
measure toward America. It is by no means unusual for a technician to 
say to you, right on his work site, as he explains to you the machines 
and the speed and tempo of the Plan: "Look, here we're still behind 
the Americans; but here it's us who are ahead." And they go into close, 
fine details, touch on the most specific aspects of the great compari- 
son« The great mass of the technicians and specialists (and there are 
seven and one half million of them in the USSR) know in the first in- 
stance the practical goals and the theoretical framework of their own 
trade; the things they are manufacturing and the things the others, 
their greatest competitors, are turning out; the researches that pre- 
ceded them or to which they are serving as stimuli. I happened to 
visit a chemical plant which functions somewhat as a pilot industry: 
the output was limited but to the research section was assigned an en- 
tire large edifice, in which were working 150 persons. In one room 
were on display samples of plastics produced in many countries of the 
West, chief among them the United States. The library was full of 
American technical books„ The confrontation was a direct, almost a 
physical one. I happened to visit an Institute for surgical instru- 
ments, which has researched, among other things, models for suture of 
blood-vessels, which are unique of their kind: in this Institute, 
there were translators from the main Occidental languages, capable of 
making an extract from foreign publications for the use of research 
scientists. How it is natural that in this general framework of study 
and exchange of experience, American technology should have the place 
of honor and that it should have had it for quite some time. This is, 
as you will, the most pragmatic and utilitarian way of getting to know 
America; but it testifies, nonetheless, to an attitude which is no mere 
passing whim: America is not a fashion for the Soviets; nor is it a 
rash symbol of an ideological and military bogeyman; it is a concrete 
reality with which they have for some time now made their reckoning and 
in whose conquests in many areas they do not in fact refuse to believe. 

The psychological relationship which links the overwhelming ma- 
jority of the Soviet population to America, to the picture of it which 
they have formed for themselves and are continuing to form at a dis- 
tance, is certainly more nuanced. The great mistake which was made by 
the organizers of the SokolnikL Fair, in discharging on Moscow wagon- 
loads of luxury cars, plastic trinkets and chromium-plated refrigerators, 
was that of holding that the Soviet attitude to the American way of life 
was confined to an emotional state, a state of spasmodic curiosity. In 
actual fact, the Soviet people were not stricken with shock, not only 
because they were convinced of the necessity of discussing the social 
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system of the USA before expressing a judgment on the good taste of 
the refrigerators, but also because.they had been for some time au 
courant of the actual strength of the American production machinery 
and of that "consumer's world,," The great mistake of the organizers 
led to the great disappointment of the public who ought to have been 
carried away by a wave of admiration» 

The Soviets have known for some time that there exists in the 
world a factual entity, different from theirs; an entity under the 
leadership of the Western countries and in general of the capitalist 
regimes. This undeniable American reality takes the shape alternately 
of a model or a competitor, depending on whether it is regarded from 
the technological or from the political plane, or again of a national 
tradition in the great stream of world culture. No Soviet citizen (and 
particularly no Soviet government) has ever made the mistake of rubbing 
the united States out of the map of the world, of repulsing it as an 
ideological monster, in the way Foster.Dulles behaved toward the USSR. 
Now, the proof of realism which the Soviets have given vis-a-vis the 
Americans came out in full force just in the course;of this Moscow Fair 
at ;Sokolniki Parks since then there has been change, in the sense of 
the evolution of political relations, but the state of mind, the basic 
irnpi.';:: sior.j remains the same. It is worthwhile to try to depict it, at 
leafs in its general outline and by groups of problems. 

Last summer's fair coincided with the Nixon trip, and so with the 
policy statements which the American Vice President made on his arrival 
and in the course of his mission, and which represented a sort of diplo- 
matic somersaulto. Nixon declared, all of a sudden as it were, that 
peaceful coexistence was not enough any more, that what was wanted was 
a collaboration between nations, and particularly between the two great- 
est nations of the worlds He posed, in other words, the problem of a 
dialogue of equals; "recognized" the Soviet Union and went so far as to 
hint at an offer, of friendship. The man in the street, in the USSR, 
noticed this change in tone, concluded that the'long siege, the long 
encirclement was really about to end and disposed himself accordingly.'. 
Curiosity ran high: the feeling that the balance of power had changed 
was accompanied by the desire.to get a close-up of the great competitor, 
of his potential, or, if .you prefer, his power. And this curiosity 
found itself face to face with a "theological" Exposition, in which the 
other "system" was deploying with the glitter of its wares, with a 
series of attractive gadgets and tricks of technology. The fair was 
still on the level of the old policy of "liberation" of the countries 
of Eastern Europe; it had besides a humanitarian varnish with a little 
colonial poison. Nixon took from his pocket 100 rubles to give them — 
he said — to a porter who wanted a ticket for the fair. By an unlucky 
chance, the porter had gone through the civil war in the ranks of the 
"Reds" and the Vice President had to excuse himself indirectly via a 
press conference and directly on television. 
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This was not the voro-h, at least substantially. The Soviets had 
gone to the fair with very open minds: they carried along their note- 
books, looked at everything, discussed. It was neither distracted nor 
passing judgments they gave0 They matched arguments, started debates, 
compared figures and data« And all the while a substantial American 
propaganda machine (the "guides," come from the United States or re- 
cruited from the University of Moscow, where there is a group of Ameri- 
can students) was functioning in the heart of Moscow, in direct contact 
with millions of Soviet citizens. It was a picked force, who knew Rus- 
sian, were well able to answer and argue. The government of the USSR 
had not been afraid of these "parachutists" of American propaganda. The 
Soviet visitors, for their part, were looking for signs and witness of 
the first industrial power of the world: the atomic centers, the ultra- 
modern vehicles, the tools and implements. They knew from their reading 
and the ideas gleaned from their professions, what it was all about: 
they recognized models and mechanisms, figures and results; they came 
with the intention of checking, admiring, measuring themselves against 
it. They found instead (even today this is spoken of in tones of stupe- 
faction in Moscow and throughout Russia) what they already had; not — 
let us be clear on this point — in the necessary quantity or the best 
finish, but still familiar commodities, already in general use. I re- 
member one of many incidents in which I was an active participant. Some 
country girls were assembling the placards of one of the fair's special 
exhibits on building. Skyscrapers, country houses, schools, church 
buildings: Manhattan and Miami and Beverly Hills architecture. "At 
home, too," said one of the girls, "the new schools are all like that, 
full of light." Two others were joking about the Macy store: one 
couldn't understand why it was called that and found it hard to grasp 
that it was a private concern. Another told me that she did not like a 
church built like that one, and added that every people has its own 
usages and customs and so its own religion, although, in the Soviet 
Union, she observed, this was nowadays a very rare phenomenon. I 
often asked myself the reasons for this detachment, this attitude 
which, to an American observer, would have at once appeared to be an 
obtuse indifference. It wasn't that, obviously. The girls, and a 
large portion of the Soviet visitors, simply were unable to see the 
"miracle," to grasp the allure contained in these models: for them a 
house is a house, just as a refrigerator is a refrigerator. It is not 
that they lack a feel for quality nor a yen for comfort, What they do 
lack is that structural impulsion to the satisfaction of the consumer 
at any cost, which is the mainspring of the American economy and that 
psychological "watering of the knees" when faced with the latest and 
smartest consumer article, which the Americans are accustomed to find 
and foster in cultures similar to their own and influenced by it. 
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There was something, besides, which the Soviets opposed, as visi- 
tors and as citizens, to the potent spell of Sokolniki. I remember 
that one day a guide of the fair got into an ideological fight with a 
Soviet citizen. Lhe American had made a point of the fact that the 
employer, in some cases> assures a personal pension to the worker to 
assure the workerss continuity in his employ, just as the unemployed 
receive a special indemnity for a certain time« "Hand-outs," replied 
the Soviet stubbornly. The American got angry: "Hand-outsI Hand- 
outs? That is the only word you people knowi" That "you people" was 
significant: it smacked of a long and acrimonious dispute with who 
fciowa how many scores of people; it was addressed to an entire natione 
Wellj, now, it was not a case only of a propaganda skirmish: the Soviet 
interlocutor was opposing his conception of security and dignity to that 
o\  "free enterprise." The dignity of work and of work understood as a 
right, and security for old age are guaranteed by a Soviet state which 
is everybody's, by a regime and not by an individual. Such a reaction 
is nob simply an ethical fact: it too rests on a framework, an economic 
and social process, directed, in the first instance, to full employ- 
ment ?  to the care and development of the producer, to reducing the 
price of certain Viervices or making them available gratis» In practi- 
cal ttjrms: to pi ■vlding at a nominal fee or outright gratis: housing, 
wai . .. H5.Zj  schooling, transport, medical aid, books, factory cafe- 
terias, child-homes, etc. In this contrast between a system of indi- 
vidual or group (in practice, monopolistic group) economic initiative 
and increase of consumption and a system of social services, it is 
easily understandable what was the unconstrained and at the same time 
"conditioned" attitude of the Soviets. They have, vis-a-vis certain 
aspects of the life of the Americans, a sense of dismay and of pity; 
they have the impression that over there something cruelly ridiculous 
is occurring, that certain definite values are being reduced to com- 
modities, that the organization of the state and of public life incites 
to an abdication and an alienation. What in the European bourgeois is 
limited to an aesthetic protest, to a grimace of irony and of skepticism 
vis-a-vis certain aspects of the individual and collective life of the 
Americans becomes in the more keenly aware Soviet citizen a moral ques- 
tion, a question of saddened indignation and of decisive repudiation. 
The fact is that he feels himself heir (because as a matter of princi- 
ple and in wide measure he has been put in a state to feel himself 
heir) of an old and common culture, of a solid system of values. He 
has the sense of a betrayal that the European bourgeoisie no longer 
has, or if it has, justifies in the name of compromise, of hard tacti- 
cal necessity and everyday weakness. 

Direct knowledge of American life, it is true, the Soviets do not 
have. Though the notions that the average Soviet citizen possesses 
along the line of the economic structure and technology of the USA are 
far and away superior to those that the Americans possess of the 
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analogous Soviet picture; through familiarity with the great classical 
American tradition is, in the USSR,, a good deal more widespread and in 
any case not confined to restricted groups of specialists, than is that 
of Americans with regard to the Russian classics (for modern and con- 
temporary affairs, the situation is different, even though interest is 
today increasing in the USSR for the major American l$tt;h century 
writers) still the establishment of any direct contact is still lim- 
ited almost entirely to the tourists who come from the United States 
to the Soviet Union0 I do not believe that there will be very long to 
wait before the psychological and economic causes of this lacuna are 
removed; it is, incidentally only during the past couple of years that 
the Americans have felt the need of organizing trips to the USSR, and 
the reason is net only that there are less formalities and more com- 
forts in the hotels. What in any case is evidently excluded as a 
ridiculous absurdity is a "mass conversion" of the Soviets on their 
encounter with the actual picture of America. The protagonists of 
certain claims appeal, finally, to the old theory of the cultural 
deterrent, the indisputable supremacy of the way of life of the West 
"cultural bloc" and in its pilot nation, vis-a-vis the USSR«, 

Wot that the Soviets are "physically" unacquainted with the 
Americans, incidentally: if nothing else, they have seen them go by 
by the thousands, in the recent past, on the streets of Moscow, of 
Leningrad, of Kiev; they have seen their clothes, their footwear, 
their glasses, their cars; and they have seen in the films of the Kru- 
shchev trip through the United States, large segments of America, with 
the skyscrapers, bridges, factories, highways. And it will not be 
long before they will get to see still more documentary evidence. Nor 
is it the case that the Soviets are unacquainted with the true picture 
of the more advanced West: every year trips abroad and tours are in- 
creasing, even though this tourism is not yet of a mass variety. 

The forecasts that have been made in the West and above all in 
America, concerning the secret disposition of the Soviets to look to 
America as "God's country" are without any doubt anti-historical and 
politically hopeless. Many today are coming to realize this, on the 
other side of the Atlantic» Many have changed their minds or are 
changing it as soon as they visit the USSR and try to put their finger 
on the exact form of popular consent to the socialist regime*    The 
basic attitude of the Soviets vis-a-vis America is bound up with a 
political evaluation, which coincides in substance with that of the 
Moscow government: the United States exist and are strong but must 
recognize that we too exist and that we too are strong; we want peace 
with them as they are, since we were not the ones who laid down the 
laws of their development; but our understanding is that they too want 
peace with us, as we are and as we advance in accord with our laws0 
This sense of autonomy is so deeply rooted, so vivid, so proud, as to 
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appear bound up with the fact of nationality» And there is no doubt 
that there is, in all this, an historical element, that of the homo- - 
geneous and decidedly autonomous development of the great mass of the 
Russianso But neither is there any doubt that the crucial element in 
this frame is constituted by the regime, the system in which the So*- 
viet feels himself "planted," to which he feels himself organically 
bound« It is only a short time ago that the Americans have begun to 
understand this fact and to accept it in a relatively brief span of 
time« Why? Because, obviously, when the USSR was weaker and more iso- 
3.ated, they always kept thinking, from 1917 almost to the present day, 
that that regime was ä transitory phenomenon and then too that it was 
a form of exclusive national and political withdrawal, a little like 
Japanese feudalism« 

Well, the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki — the first general 
and practical test of the deterrent, an experiment on "the expenda- 
bles" prompted by no military necessity, did not put the "Red feudal- 
ism" into a state of crisis« Something resisted and something, in the 
years from 19V? to 1959 kas done a prodigious job of consolidation; 
for the first time in the history of this century, that nation which 
has for some time been the pilot nation of the West has learned to re- 
gard the socialist world as an alternative regime.and power at the 
world level. The Soviet man in the street notices all this, under- 
stands very well the significance of certain demands advanced by his 
government, such as that the status quo,, the existence and the au- 
tonomy of the "socialist camp" be recognized; just as he understands 
very well, as applied to himself and to the others the slogan of non- 
interference in respective internal affairs. 

The great new fact which the United States has encountered on the 
path of their world hegemony and which constitutes the salient feature 
of the Soviet "cultural bloc" is the clear-cut refusal to be assimi- 
lated, to be integrated; a refusal which is backed by a power, an ef- 
fective capacity, economic^ social, military and spiritual, to stand 
firm on it. The average American has become notoriously accustomed 
during the years of an uncontested leadership to considering the for- 
eigner as one excluded from the benefits and the comfort which the free 
enterprise society and it alone, in his opinion, can offer. In this 
sense, the Americans, even though not always aware of the fact, are 
the most consistent heirs, at least in a psychological sense, of co- 
lonialism. 

The very force of expansion of their monopolies, moreover, has 
put them in the position of being greeted, by wide strata of the sub- 
ordinate peoples, as paying proprieters and simultaneously as models 
of living. Their great illusion in presenting the Sokolniki Fair was 
just this; and it was an illusion which in the sequel showed itself to 
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be the more anachronistic for the fact that at that very moment a 
highly qualified representative of the political world, Nixon, was 
giving the Soviets a patent of "parity" and autonomy. 

I happened to be personally present at an incident which showed 
profoundly, if in a simple manner, how different is the Soviet world 
from America« I believe that an appeal to it, as a sample of ingenu- 
ity and of instinctive feeling, constitutes the best proof of the 
truth of what I have said above. It was this: at this summer^ Mos- 
cow Fair, a group of people — Soviet citizens — had gathered round 
the American cars«, Among the guides there were some negroes. "We 
should like," said two rather elderly Russians, "to hear you speak 
your language." The negroes smiled and began to speak English, "Wo, 
not in English, in the language of your people," The other Soviets 
present began to laugh, the negroes were a little uncertain for a mo- 
ment and then they too understood«, "But our language is English," they 
replied. 

There is an exemplary candor in this brief interchange«, It is 
superfluous to explain that there was not a bit of racist curiosity in 
it* But it is more important to note what was there in a simple form, 
like a second nature, and that is a sentiment of profound respect and 
of affectionate curiosity vis-a-vis the peoples and their cultures„ 
These words came for two peasants, accustomed to consider Tartars and 
Uzbeks, Georgians and Lithuanians, Russians and Mongols, as so many na- 
tional groups endowed with their own unquestionable autonomy. Such an 
attitude, which is put practically and consciously to the test, in an 
organized way, for example, in the Soviet policy toward the Afro-Asian 
countries, is the best guarantee of a freedom of conscience and of 
methods. It is enough to think of the leaven of democracy provided by 
the policy of aid being carried out by the Russian nation toward the 
nations of lower cultural level, of the investments calculated to 
guarantee an autonomous national development which oftentimes remains, 
for historical or contingent reasons, at the folklore level, but which 
will without doubt one day bear fruit. Substantially, what the Ameri- 
cans are not finding in the USSR is the "spirit of imitation" to which 
they have become accustomed in the course of their practical hegemony; 
integration does not work, this part of the world won't let itself be 
assimilated. In the Soviets, this refusal of integration has not be- 
come a habit, a law of life: in this sense too they are inside the 
system and apply its principles to the other world system. Their stand 
and their way of life are definitive and it is on this basis that they 
treat with the other part of the world. Within this framework they are 
disposed to understand and are desirous of so doing; they admire Ameri- 
can technology, read the American classics, study organizational methods 
and practical measures, propose to overtake and surpass the level of ma- 
terial life of the greatest capitalist power of the world. Well, the 
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stages of this competition are now wide open and there are many of them 
and in practically all fields, they are so many details of a frame whose 
basic structure remains original and constant. The movement is within 
a system: it is within this system that the Soviets can look at America 
and feel themselves as a multinational State and as individuals„ It is 
within this system that the Soviets have the deliberate intention of 
working out their state and their human future, their ideological 
charge, as an alternative, freely open to the world.; 

America in.the Mirror 

Rinascita Gianfranco Corsini 
Vol 17, Ho 1, January i960, Rome 
Pages 63-66, Italian monthly per (Communist) 

The end of a decade which began tragically with the Korean War has 
been greeted in the United States in an atmosphere entirely different 
from that in which began 1950; and, if the American flag on the facade 
of the Pushkin Museum has assumed for the Muscovites the symbolic sig- 
nificance of an era that has '.now reached its end, the banner of the USSR 
at the entrance of the Wäldorf Astoria has constituted for the New York- 
ers the first omen of peace. It was not by chance that the Associated 
Press named Premier Krushchev "man of the year," while Time accorded 
Eisenhower an analogous distinction, confirming indirectly the AP evalu- 
ation. It was in fact from the historic meeting of Eisenhower and Kru- 
shchev that there stemmed that general sense of well-being for the 
present and confidence in the future, expressed by the great majority 
of American public opinion in the year-end balance sheets. 

Exactly a year ago, when putting together for these same pages my. 
first fleeting impressions, I could not but evoke the image :0f an America, 
disconcerted and perplexed, intent on looking at itself in the mirror 
and inquiring anxiously of the future. It seems incredible that the 
disquietude with which the Americans were facing I959 should have been 
replaced by the serenity with which they look, today, to a future rich 
in those things which can only.be realized and enjoyed in an atmosphere 
of peace and of serene competition. But it would be wrong to think 
that the state of mind of American public opinion has changed unexpect- 
edly, only in virtue of certain specific occurrencese On the contrary, 
it appears ever more evident today that the laborious process of the 
revision of the policy and of. the mentality typical of the cold war , 
has been a long and a difficult one, and has not yet borne all its 
fruits. Still, I believe it can be stated with certainty that the 
catalytic element was, for the Americans, the "discovery" of the USSR. 
The Russian."complex" has been overcome little by little by direct 
knowledge of the USSR, of its world, of his achievements and of its 
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people« This has served to replace the myths of the past with the di- 
rect and genuine experience; propaganda has been replaced with a first 
more objective evaluation of the facts. 

When'" the Des Moines Register asked a young woman student what she 
thought had impressed Krushchev most, in his trip through the US, she 
replied without hesitation: "The press, because it surprised even 
me%"    For the Americans were greatly disillusioned to observe that the 
press — in which they were used to having confidence — still refused 
to see and to understand what they had already seen and understood by 
themselves: a picture of the Soviet, different from that artifically 
created in years of propaganda and mystification„ It is therefore not 
surprising that, in replying to a Gallup poll conducted by Look at 
year's end "the majority of Americans replied that they do not believe 
that the government always tells the truth" and added that "the Number 
One problem for America is to keep peace." In another poll conducted 
by the San Francisco Chronicle, directly after the Krushchev visit, the 
replies are still more illuminating. Of those questioned, 87.5$ de- 
clared that they believed that "the relations between the two countries 
have been improved as a result of the visit," and 8l.6$ said that they 
believed it had "strengthened Krushchev's desire to live in peace with 
the West;" while 60.9$> said they were convinced that "the government of 
the United States is not doing everything possible to convince the Rus- 
sians of its desire to meet them half way." From the same poll, it 
emerged that 9J *9?°  of the Americans questioned in California believe 
"in live will to peace of the Russian people" and 39«5$ are convinced 
thai. ,:the USSR will succeed in surpassing the United States in produc- 
tion." 

An analysis of all the polls conducted in 1959 on American public 
opinions would yield results very similar to these cited and it is 
logical to ask oneself how much an upset could have occurred in such a 
short time; above all, taking into account that the press, radio and 
television line (to say nothing of the propaganda line of the govern- 
ment agencies calculated to control public opinion) has not gone any 
substantial distance in this direction. To answer this question even 
summarily, two essential factors must be kept in mind: in the first 
place, the inherent purport of the recent Soviet scientific achieve- 
ments (without underestimating the revolutionary aspects of the foreign 
policy of Krushchev, to which however American public opinion was less 
exposed) and secondly, the nature of the American information media, 
in which coexist a traditional habit of objective reporting and an 
equally prevailing habit of editorial tendentiousness. Suffice it, in 
connection with this latter, to cite the example of Krushchev's trip 
through the United States. Television followed the Soviet leader al- 
most without interruption, step by step, and millions of Americans saw, 
heard, observed him in all the phases of his trip. Each speech was of 
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course followed by the comments of those assigned to the "orientation" 
of public opinion, but the opportunity for direct observation reduced 
in larjie measure the efficacy of the "interpretations" furnished the 
TV viewers. And what usually.happened was that the sets were switched 
off at the appearance of these boring commentators. The same was true '. 
for. radio and the press; and. here — where the readers were able to 
make their opinions felt — it could be seen with what disappointment 
were greeted the distortions and preaching of the editorial writers. 
"What is out.of kilter in the brains of those who are against Ike simply 
because he has invited Krushchev to his country?" wrote two "just na- 
turalized White Russians" to the Los Angeles Evening Herald Express, 
and/ after expressing their hopes"for "a time when we shall all be 
brothers again," they blessed Eisenhower for "having tried to find a  * 
peaceful solution to the problems of the world." According to a San 
Francisco public opinion pollster, whom I questioned, the reelection 
of Mayor Christopher came with such a large margin of votes predomi- 
nantly "for his cordial and realistic behavior toward Krushchev," and 
the California Democratic Party Chairman, Roger Kent, told me in all 
seriousness that "at bottom, even the Presidential elections are in 
the hands of the Soviet Premier." In short, more and more, politi- 
cians and American public figures are being judged by their attitude 
to the USSR or to the present Eisenhower policy. The present crisis 
of the Democratic Party stems precisely from its incapacity to make 
its own the spirit of "coexistence" which seems to animate the majority 
of American public opinion. 

Let us now see what the best informed portion of the American 
people "knows" and "thinks" of the USSR; and let us try to discover 
just when it got to know the real picture of the Soviet Union. The 
date of the launching of the first sputnik is generally considered as 
the moment of shock, but I believe we should look further back, to the 
Korean War, in order to catch the negative moment of this new awareness. 
The moment, that is, in which the Americans began to lose confidence in 
their power,, in their, world supremacy. Until the sputnik launching, 
however, the. general approach to the Soviet reality remained of an 
ideological kind and the whole polemical accent was put on the ideology, 
while information on concrete natters, capable of catching the imagina- 
tion of the Americans, remained few and far between; little was known 
about the way of life, the economic, industrial and scientific develop- . 
ment of the USSR. The special government agencies, the scientific in- 
stitutes and those who for professional reasons had to make their daily 
accounts with that reality knew many things; but the great mass of the 
reports did not reach the general public except in a contradictory 
fashion, filtered through a thick propaganda veil. With sputnik on 
top,of them, the situation changed and even the average American had . 
to come down to earth again and compare his own notions with the evi- 
dence.' In a country inquisitive by nature, used to the constant 
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pressure of publicity, such an event could not escape the' general laws 
of this publicity mentality« The press had to satisfy the curiosity of 
the public, the information media had to break the veil of silence and 
of propaganda to explain the facts; and in order to explain them, had 
to first of all carry out the indispensible work of bringing up-to-date 
public opinion as the "situation demanded,, Besides the concomitant ele- 
ment must not be underestimated of an international situation calculated 
to favor such an undertaking; „ The sequel is well enough known and the 
state of mind stemming from the first encounter with the Soviet reality 
seems to me well summed up in a letter addressed to the Christian Sci- 
ence Monitor immediately after the Lunik launching. "I ask myself," 
wrote a reader of the influential daily, "how many have shared my reac- 
tions to the recent successful launching of the Soviet moon-rocket,, I 
was disconcerted by the first sputnik because it seemed to me a menace 
and a sign of the existence of a military potential superior to our ca- 
pacity at that moment; but since then we have demonstrated our capacity 
to launch large objects into space and (according to what I have been 
given to understand) reestablished the military balance» Now comes the 
Soviet moon shot; a brilliant scientific conquest which we should strive 
with every means at.our disposal to emulate. But if we cannot have for 
the moment that ideal cooperation which should be sought in under- 
takings of this sort, does it not seem that competition in this field 
is tlie best way for both countries to demonstrate what they can do? 
Mor?: flexing of our scientific muscles is the stage through which we 
sho'-./'. go to arrive at harmony, but I hope that, in good time, both of 
ur-i ■■'■:■.,.'. 1 recognize the advantages which could be had from a common uti- 
llÄ-oion of our resources and of our talents." 

So, scarcely a year after the sputnik launching, the propaganda 
slant of "military value" of the Soviet achievements had been outmoded, 
and in the mind of the man in the street it had assumed its real sig- 
nificance; so much so that a woman reader of the Des Moines Register 
could write from an Iowa village: "The Soviet challenge is the most 
formidable of our history and at the center of their system stands the 
wish to give a better life to the Soviet people, to the entire people. 
The essence of our system, on the other hand, based as it is on profit 
for the individual, is only profits for those who succeed in making 
them. It is an objective which tends to divide and pit one against 
the other, and under this banner there cannot be any great national 
unity or great collective aims..» Now, I ask myself, can our system 
be reformed enough and quickly enough to meet the people, all the 
people and make of ours a unified society, unified in the pursuit of 
a single aim? If this cannot be done, we are faced with the prospect 
of an inevitable decline." Here we .are at the antipodes of the posi- 
tion of open ideological struggle of the cold war, and the Soviet ex- 
periment now becomes the stimulus for a long look around, a comparison 
of the two civilizations and a search for the best method of mastering 
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the competition of the USSRo What the Americans see themselves up 
against, seems to me well defined in another letter to the Hew York 
Herald Tribune from.a Pennsylvania woman: "What we are seeing today- 
is the emergence of a great nation of "200 million people with enormous 
natural resources; and however much we- hate Communism, the fact rea®.i.rm 
that it has succeeded;;in achieving,an industrial, development in Russia 
such as no Tsarist regime of the, past has ever .managed," ; 

With this realty the Americans seem now decided to make their 
reckoning and 1959 will have to be remembered/when all is said and 
done., as the year in which they discovered what their contestant was 
really like. This has also been the year of the most intensive cul- 
tural and tourist exchanges between the two. countries, in which the 
Moseyev ballet and the Soviet hockey team sent enormous crowds of spec- 
tators wild with enthusiasm; in which the most popular TV program, the 
Ed Sullivan Show, broadcast an entire program from Moscow,, And it was 
at the end of this program that Ed Sullivan trained his TV cameras on 
the streets of the Soviet capital and invited his fellow-Americans "to 
take a good look at this humane, kindly and peace-loving people, with 
which it is up to us to live in harmony and friendship." American edu- 
cators are engaged in the study of the Soviet school system and in some 
American schools is already being used the scientific equipment adopted 
in similar institutions in the USSR; the economists are able to read 
every month the integral translation of Economic Questions and Russian 
is being taught in an ever greater number of schools and universities«, 
More Soviet films will be seen in i960 and the Bolshoi ballet will 
cross the ocean for the first time, while it is expected that 30 or k-0 
thousand American tourists will visit the USSR during the coming year. 
The Moscow offices of the great American dailies are filling with a 
growing number of reporters and of specialists and in the Mew York 
Times every aspect of Soviet life is being followed daily with the same 
diligence with which London and Paris are being covered. Seventeen 
articles on the USSR were counted once in a single number of this big 
daily. There is also the intention of increasing the TV program cover- 
age of the Soviet Union and the forthcoming trip of Eisenhower to the 
USSR will add another important link to the chain of contacts between 
the two countries. It seems hard, in the present situation, to imagine 
a return to the 1950 situation. 

As they look at i960, the Americans no longer feel themselves 
"menaced" by the USSR, only "stimulated" to roll up their sleeves so 
as to do the best they can in the competitive race. At the moment, 
they have confidence in their system and in their ability, but there 
are not lacking voices who claim that the present structure of Ameri- 
can society is inadequate to such a challenging match. But as opposed 
to what happened in 1950, these voices are no longer wishing for the 
destruction of military containment of the USSR, but rather the 
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rencnra-fcion of their own society. "If someone were to ask me," said 
George Kennan a few weeks ago in Washington, "whether a country, lack- 
ing any high sense of national ends, accustomed to put the accent es- 
sentially on personal well-being, with a chronic scarcity of social 
services and an excess of mechanical gadgets, with not enough social 
discipline, so that it cannot even guarantee the steady functioning 
of its major industries; if someone were to ask me what prospects such 
a people has of mastering the competition of a society with clear 
goals, a serious and disciplined nation like the Soviet Union, I must 
admit that my reply would be: none whatever«," 

Spoken by one who only ten years ago had elaborated a policy cal- 
culated to impose on the USSR "unconditional surrender," these words 
are the confirmation of the distance traveled during the period which 
we have just left behind us. 

5562 
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Speech of Gerben Wagenaar 

Comrade Wagenaar began his speech by stating that our Congress 
ought not to concern itself exclusively with present-day political 
problems, but also with the question as to what the perspective is for 
socialism in the Netherlands. 

These problems must be approached on a realistic basis. Any 
revolutionary bombast, employed in this connection, would be a useless 
burden. Sectarian wishful dreams cannot be of any help; political (or 
shall we say religious) fanaticism will only serve to further diminish 
the socialistic influence. 

Eaturally, one should also avoid a course of uniformity as well 
as the abandonment of the essential characteristics of socialism, such 
as has now taken place officially in the PvdA /Partij van den Arbeid ~ 
Labor Party7". 

The starting point must be that socialism inevitably springs from 
the capitalistic system of society and from the conscious activity of 
the socialists based upon this insight, the "insight into the neces- 
sity," as Engels — following in the footsteps of Hegel — called it.. 

Our Congress wishes to contribute to the discussion within — and 
surrounding — the socialistic movement in our country. More specif- 
ically, our Congress wants to contribute toward the future formation 
of a powerful leftist trend. 

This must be, and ought to be, the limit of our aspirations; it 
is, however, extremely important and absolutely necessary for the fu- 
ture development«- 

International Conditions 

Thereupon, Comrade Wagenaar first took under consideration the 
international situation which is characterized by the fact that the 
overwhelming majority of the world's population is actively engaged — 
in some manner or other — in preserving the peace» Disarmament, less- 
ening of tension, and peace are the catchwords which can literally be 
heard in each country, and which originate among the most diverse popu- 
lation groups and in all classes of society. 
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This is the result of the emergence of the working classes, espe- 
cially in those countries where they constitute the government. 

Thus, the working classes may claim the credit — which can hardly 
be adequately described — of having saved the entire world from total 
destruction through an atomic war« Such credit is owed primarily to 
the Soviet Union, but also to all other socialistic countries which 
have produced the power necessary to effect this reversal toward LIFE, 

This power alone — even though it was formidable — was not suf- 
ficient. Exactly this is the misconception of the sectarians, to 
characterize it mildly. 

lb is the sectarians who, in recent years, have only talked along 
the lines of "Just wait until the red banners start waving along our 
eastern frontier," and who only recently — just to name an example — 
have reminded the Railroad Spur line Board of the fate awaiting them 
when the "socialistic revolution in the Netherlands will come about." 

In short, "De Waarheid" /_"The TruthV* contains such examples 
almost every day. 

Apart from the power of the socialistic nations whose goal is the 
p-.:,i""H>it of peace, attention must be called to a new factor which has 
ar.n^'.:"-> after World War II« 

'jL'his factor concerns the actions taken by the masses of Asia, 
Africa, South America, etc, in furtherance of independence and peace. 
For the first time in their existence, millions of people in the 
former as well as in the still existing colonies have been actively 
fighting for peace. Countries such as India and Indonesia and conti- 
nents such as Africa — and even Cuba at the very threshold of the 
United States — have played an important part in this struggle3 The 
new aspect of this development is that passive resistance has been 
ruled out altogether in favor of active and very effective political 
action. 

The coalition between the socialistic nations and the so-called 
neutral countries, which was undertaken in the interest of world 
peace, is extremely progressive and of absolutely vital importance 
for all mankind. 

It can be said that, without any doubt, the life or death of our 
civilization depends upon this cooperation. 
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Whoever disturbs this unity, acts — if judged objectively — in 
a reactionary manner, even though he may, for instance, be justified 
geographically or historically, as is the case in the present border 
difficulties which the Chinese People's Republic has with India. 

Whatever is heaviest, must weigh the most — a fact which is evi- 
dently recognized more keenly in the Soviet Union than, for example, 
in certain circles within the Chinese People's Republic. 

It is not possible to discard this matter by pointing to the 
heroic victory of the Chinese revolution. Neither should the im- 
pressive reforms^ which -have taken place in the country, be used as 
an argument in an effort to prove that this aspect of the Chinese 
foreign policy deserves our unanimous approval. In any event, the 
government of the Soviet Union has declared its active neutrality in 
this conflict and has urged both governments (thus also the Chinese) 
to settle the matter peacefully. Meanwhile, the important cause of 
peace, on which everything hinges, has nevertheless been injured, and 
imperialistic circles'have been given a chance to enter into the dis- 
pute which thus developed. 

It is quite clear, without any further elaboration, that the Chi- 
nese People's Republic must be seated in the United Nations, which 
would reduce the- chance of any such friction, and which would result 
in a situation where 600 million people could— and undoubtedly 
would — act forcefully and in full agreement with all other peace 
powers. 

The foreign policy of the Soviet Union, as Mr, Wagenaar stated 
subsequently, has our full approval. 

This policy is not recognized as the right kind of policy in all 
Communist circles. One still encouters, here and there, individuals 
who can disassociate themselves only with great effort from the "won- 
derful" black-and-white concepts which prevailed in the Communist move- 
ment prior to I956, that means prior to the 20th Congress of the CPSU 
/comraunistische Partij Sowjet-Unie — Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union/". 

Is there anybody who does not remember the immortal words of Mr. 
de Groot: "All matters must be expressed in black and white. There 
are some people who like the intermediate color gray. However, gray 
is the color of the jackasses ...,"? 

We all know what the result of this genial — and undeniably 
simple —solution of all problems has been. 
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This is where the difference of opinion arises which has not been, 
overcome yet in the international field, although it appears that the 
Krushchev trend is gaining ground and is providing the keynote due to 
the fact that the population masses are backing it up. 

In the field of actual politics, this finds expression in the 
trips to the United States of leading members of the Soviet government 
and of Krushchev himself, in visits to the Soviet Union by American 
government representatives, and in the trip to the Soviet Union which 
President Eisenhower will undertake in the near future. Government 
representatives of other capitalistic nations as well have either 
visited — or made plans to visit shortly — the Soviet Union. 

The next step will be the upcoming summit conference. 

It is a step on a rather long road, which ~ nevertheless — has 
resulted in a noticeable lessening of tension. Danger will continue 
to exist as long as there is any capitalism; a world catastrophe, how- 
ever, must be avoided. 

We must do whatever we can in cur country, so as to assure that 
not a single group is being lost which is willing to participate, on 
the side of the righteous, in this pre-eminent struggle. 

It. seems to us that our task in this respect also entails our 
e.c:■■'■.■■£:■>nee in the formation in our country of a real workers1 party, 
to >....: '.-stablished on a class basis. 

Conditions in the Netherlands 

Turning to the conditions prevailing in our country, Wagenaar 
stated that the De Quay government was still primarily following the 
cold war pattern, with a remarkable inclination to hitch on to Western 
Germany — a country where Kazis are represented in the government, 
and where the climate is still such that it foments pernicious anti- 
semitism and brown plague. 

We must consistently and forcefully stimulate in our country the 
orientation toward a different kind of policy, namely the furtherance 
of peaceful coexistence. 

In opposition to the disgusting comedy by Staal and other "re- 
sistance heroes" in Oberlaender*s entourage, whose Nazi past is well 
known to everyone, we appeal to everybody to turn the upcoming ob- 
servance of May 5th into a demonstration against Fascism and loathsome 
anti-semitism which will leave no room for misinterpretation. 
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. , The same applies, as far as the immediate future is concerned, to 
the: commemoration of the great February strike. 

■ We have no desire of stirring up any new dissension. We are not 
interested in the fact that the picture of the Dock Worker is con- 
fronted with members -who are of the opinion that the procession is 
taking place for their benefit. 

The procession is taking place in commemoration of the dead and 
as a reminder of the great unanimous struggle of 19^1, thus serving as 
a rousing appeal for the present struggle. 

The rest is a matter of secondary importance and is of no inter- 
est to us« 

Government Policy 

The De Quay government has initiated the free wage determination. 
The result of this has now become quite evident: While profits have 
sky -rocketed to an incredible extent (AHJ 35.6 million guilders KET, 
as compared with 21.8 million in I958; Rotterdamse Bank 23 million, 
as compared with 19 million), so far only about 700,000 workers have 
been granted an increase in wages, Prices continue to rise, a 20Jb in- 
crease in rentals has been announced effective April 1st; the govern- 
ment, however, refuses to shorten- the working hours and to reduce arma- 
ment expenditures» Government employees are treated in an outrageously 
unfair manner, the shortcomings in the educational field increase, and 
and neglect of the "forgotten groups" becomes greater. 

The fighting position of the workers againstjthis government has 
been weakened by the adventurousness of the CPNVcommunistische Parti3 
Kederland — Communist Party of the Netherlands/in the field of labor 
unions. Since this is known to you, comrade Wagenaar continued, I will 
not enlarge any further upon this point. 

First, everybody was reproved who dared to assert that it would 
be advisable to try to achieve the greatest possible unity between the 
NW /Sederlandsehe Verbond van Vakverenigingen -- Dutch Association of 
Labor Unions/ and the EVC. There followed a "special EVC 1958." later 
on, the rallying cry was issued: Everybody to the NW. Oh, sure, we 
still maintain (with an eye abroad) some sort of a "centrum." 

Let us maintain! Of course, this is unacceptable to the HW. 
Besides, it is only too well known there how Mr. de Groot and his fol- 
lowers interpret the concept of unity. One might well reason as fol- 
lows : If he should play the same tricks in the NW that he practiced 
in the EVC, we would know what to expect. From their point of view, 
you can hardly blame themc 
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The motto "Unity of Socialists and Communisto" thus becomes, of 
course, a motto painted in water color on a piece of soaked cardboard. 
A valueless and unsavory gesture, which is, however, required if one 
wants to pose — in certain foreign newspapers and at certain conven- 
tions where, unfortunately, far too much attention is paid to the af- 
fairs of other people's countries — as the shining Dutch image of 
"the great hero" of Marxism-Leninism. 

Why We Founded the SWP 

After citing, as the latest example of the sectarian policy of 
the CFN, Seegers» blunder in the Amsterdam City Council, party member 
Wagenaar arrived at the conclusion that this disease within the CPU 
is incurable. 

Proceeding on this assumption, he further stated that — inde- 
pendent of ibis group which was now in disrepute — something else 
had to come into being which would make a new beginning possible. 

This is the reason why we established the SWP. 

We do not stand alone on the left side of the socialistic move- 
mx't, During recent months, contacts have been established with social- 
ist v of tb:- FvdA, the PSP, and young people — either belonging to 
. ■■ '■:,. ■■<•  one of the aforementioned parties or not organized at all — 
■■<::., .     /e had not known previously. 

The discussion of our program is not only carried on by our mem- 
bers, but also by and with other socialists. 

These are the ripples on the surface of the water;, and although 
they do not disclose much as yet about the trends, they will, never- 
theless, determine the course of .the water. 

Our program is a class program which we have worked out as a 
crystallization plank for those Marxists in our country who have not 
lost the socialistic perspective which is based on scientific insight. 

We are well aware of the fact that the Dutch workers are not very 
interested in politics. This is due to the temporary welfare state 
and the economic boom. It is also due to the manner in which socialism 
has been brought into disrepute by the CPN. - 

But no matter how smooth the surface may appear, the class system 
has not disappeared. Kot that we are the ones to hold on to itI But 
the actual laws of the capitalistic society prove the existence of 
classes and, thus, of class struggle. 
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It is possible for such class struggle to subside temporarily, 
When the time comes, it will flare up again and assert its rights; at 
such time, the socialists must steer it in the right direction. In 
order to achieve this, it is necessary to found a party, to establish 
power, to seek cooperation with other Marxists, and to outline our 
program. 

~ Our party accomplishes a necessary function, and its establish- 
ment was unavoidable«. 

We realize that, in the beginning, we cannot say: This is the 
dawn of socialism in the Netherlands! 

This would be an unrealistic phrase. 

The SWP is a starting point — nothing more and nothing less. 

For that reason, the publication of our fundamental program with 
its socialistic perspective is so significant and, in my opinion, an 
extremely important achievement of our young party. 

Previously, the argument in opposing the establishment of the SWP 
was that there were no groups capable of formulating a program such as 
■^his. We have experienced extensive discussions involving this program, 
and dozens of amendments have been submitted. 

This shows the interest our circle takes in this matter and also 
offers proof of the democratic nature of the party. 

Several aspects of the program are much more suited to Dutch tra- 
ditions and to the Dutch national character than has ever been the 
case previously. 

There are, for example, the ideas concerning the internal party 
situation. 

It is — and. will be — unacceptable for a Dutchman that the 
minority must be silent opposite the majority. 

The minority must be in a position to express itself. This, in 
turn, is of great significance in making the right decisions. Without 
a minority, there would actually no longer be any brakes. 

Here, in the Netherlands, we are concerned with this to a far 
greater extent than practically anywhere else. 

This is good, and we are actually proud of it. 
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It may well be said that our people possess a remarkable mentality, 
We are aware of the fact that people often scoff at the awkward Dutch- 
men who do not behave nicely in foreign countries, who do not sing 
pretty songs, and who are somewhat conceited, etc. 

But that is probably the: way that all of us are to a certain ex- 
tent» 

This very mentality, however, was the basis for the strike in 
February 15*1-1. We in this country — and especially our workers — are 
not very fond of boastful words. -But when the Kazi occupation forces — 
who still enjoyed a conversational footing with a number of prominent 
fellow countrymen — started their shameful acts against our Jewish com- 
patriots in l?hlf  we Dutchmen said: NO, 

In this connection, we would like to stress the fact that it was 
the communists who gave the signal for the start of the strike. If it 
had not been for the love of freedom and the civil courage, as outlined 
above, the strike would not have been possible, The strike was unique 
in Europe, 

Th/;re is no other country where a general strike against anti- 
ee:a.JM;xn we.-.- called, .. 

' -::c !■■:. .ignition and realization of this mentality, which is deeply 
r;''v,-;. j.ü c ■;:.:• history, is one of the most significant items in our 
fo.-.■■-).:«. ntal program,' 

Nobody can disregard the Dutch traditions of freedom, since free- 
dom has always a higher value in our country than bread or even life 

Me  know that the bourgeoisie is trampling down these concepts of 
freedom, and it does not surprise us. 

The working classes, however, must guard these ideas. 

The socialists, based upon their class concept, must transform 
this freedom into an actual complete freedom -- politically as well 
as economically — so that., as far as future generations are concerned, 
they can point not only to a beautiful tradition, but to present 
achievement and to a fine perspective for the future. 
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Our Perspective. 

Comrades,party member Wagenaar said in concluding Ms speech, . 
all of you have participated in the discussions surrounding our pro- 
gram. Your appearance at the meetings as well as here is proof that 
you are looking toward the future with full confidence. 

Our struggle is necessary, as we have outlined in detail. Its 
chances to succeed are good. 

People such as you, who have been through a mire of disappoint- 
ments, constitute the strong nucleus of a new grouping which has 
learned the lessons of the past. 

m the international field, the development has been progressing 
ever since the 20th Congress of the CPSU. 

In due time, it will also reach our country. 

In the world at large, this development will result in closer co- 
operation between Socialists and Communists0 

All sorts of partition walls have already been razed by history. 

In view of the victory of socialism in large parts of the world, 
for instance, it has become evident that a violent uprising is not the 
only way to achieve socialism in all countries. The concept of "revo- 
lutionary change" has now more or less assumed the meaning of a change 
in ownership relations in accordance with Marxism; it seems certain, 
that, within the foreseeable future, a majority of the Dutch people 
will favor this concept. 

A lot of work must be done, comrades. We now have to enlarge our 
party, further expand its publicity, publicize its program, recruit 
members, and consolidate the organization. 

We sympathize with the EVC, and its struggle for wage improvements 
as well as with all labor union representatives who are in favor of 
active struggle. 

We will attempt to keep in step with the powerful international 
progressive movement, in furtherance of peace, independence, and a 
better life. 

And we add to this: in furtherance of socialism. 
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We realize that this future perspective will not come to pass to- 
morrow. But if all Of us help, it will come about in the Netherlands 
as well. 

Comrades, in this sense I wish you a successful Congress and a 
favorable outcome of the struggle before long I 

The Discussion at cur Congress 

The available space does not permit us to print in full the many 
significant contributions to the discussion made by the delegates. We 
must limit ourselves to a short resume. 

There was, at the very beginning, a suggestion by the Haarlem di- 
vision, submitted in form of a motion of order, as explained by party 
member Misset-Vreem. This motion proposed that the Congress accept 
the draft of the fundamental program — amended in accordance with the 
recorded reports — and instruct the commission, which had prepared 
the draft, to combine the draft and the suggested amendments in a new 
comprehensive account, thus removing the stigma of hastiness. This was 
to b° done "in order to prevent time-consuming and fruitless discus- 

■'7;::rl: o. Wage:n?.ar advised against adoption of this motion. "Where 
'•"'•■•:• ' / :;-T- 'that stigma of hastiness?" he asked. He was of the opinion 
L;," Lie discussion would definitely not be fruitless, since the com- 
sr..:.;.-;^,.:) could base its future activities on this very discussion. The 
speaker was also hopeful that parties in foreign countries, which will 
receive the program, would come up with comments which might be useful 
to us. 

Henk Gortzak suggested, instead of adopting the motion, to pass a 
resolution according to which all suggestions would be brought up for 
discussion and voted upon; in addition, he suggested to instruct the 
commission to continue its activities, so that — taking into con- 
sideration the comments which were offered — suggestions for further 
improvement of the program could be worked out. This proposal was 
unanimously adopted by the Congress. 

Iydia Plekker (Amsterdam) did not approve of the criticism of the 
Chinese policy in the Indian matter, as voiced in the introduction. 
She also criticized the policy of peaceful coexistence which she con- 
sidered to be incompatible with the promotion of the colonial and pro- 
letarian revolution. 
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D. Van Tijn (Amsterdam) objected to the fact that the struggle 
for peace, as incorporated in the program, -was called the most sig- 
nificant task of the -working classes. The most significant task is 
the class struggle <, Whoever wants to oppose -war, must expose its 
origins which are to be found in the capitalistic system« Is peace- 
ful coexistence under capitalism possible? The struggle for peace is 
unalterably linked with the overthrow of capitalism and, thus, with 
the class struggle. The suggested addition to the pertinent paragraph 
of the program has her approval; but might it not be possible to formu- 
late it even more strongly? 

A delegate from Amsterdam-Zuid discussed the struggle against 
revisionism, dogmatism, and sectarianism. 

The speaker noted that revisionism was characterized by the Com- 
munist parties (and rightly so) as an expression of bourgeois ideology; 
it was more difficult to understand, however, why they referred to it 
as the greatest danger., especially in Eastern Europe (see the declara- 
tion issued at the meeting of the 12 Communist parties in Moscow in 
November 1957). This declaration is even, less comprehensible when it 
comes to exposing the origins of dogmatism and sectarianism. However, 
any discussion which is not based upon the aforementioned declaration 
is being disposed of as revisionism; and criticism of CPSU communists 
is condemned as wrong, since it would signify a weakening of interna- 
tional solidarity. Communists must be able, however, to criticize each 
other's work without interfering in each other's affairs. 

Various delegates stated that they did not agree with the position 
taken by Iydia Plekker* A young female comrade from Amsterdam, on. the 
other hand, shared her opinion that the interests of the socialistic 
revolution must be given priority over the matter of unity in the 
struggle for peace. 

'   Hoogcarspel (Rotterdam) .'did not agree with her criticism of the 
Soviet Union for not supporting the colonial peoples in their struggle. 
The very existence of the Soviet Union represents a powerful assistance 
in this struggle. There is no question as to what is of primary im- 
portance — peace struggle or class struggle -- for the struggle for 
peace is part of the class struggle. This also applies to the inter- 
national policy of the Soviet Union. Under certain circumstances> it 
"may be necessary in this respect to do something which the dogmatist 
might consider in violation of the theory. 

The speaker took up the comment of another debater who was of the 
opinion that, during a period of increasing productivity, the workers 
can enforce higher wages in spite of the decline of the average profit 
ratio. In fact, the profit ratio generally declines during times of 
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increased productivity; this continued increase in the productivity 
will create insurmountable difficulties for the capitalistic system, 
according to Hoogcarspel, and for this reason he definitely wanted to 
have this matter included in the fundamental program0 The economic 
crisis is unavoidable, and it is absolutely not the case — as has been 
asserted in certain circles — that we are living in a welfare state. 
It is not a rare occurrence that a dock worker in Rotterdam is forced 
to spend one third of his net weekly income for house rental. Only 
the social revolution is capable of bringing about prosperity for the 
workers. This need not necessarily be an armed uprising.; even accord- 
ing to Marx, the revolution may take place in the form of a long-drawn- 
out process. The speaker approves of the general outline of the draft 
for the fundamental program; in certain aspects, however, it might be 
formulated more effectively or more to the point. Intellectuals and 
agricultural workers are neglected in this program, 

Plameling (Hilversum) is of the opinion that the possession of 
articles which were not formerly known — such as motorcycles, washing 
machines, refrigerators, and television sets — is no proof for the 
workers that there actually is "prosperity." They have a right to own 
then-? items<,  but most workers cannot pay for them out of their regular 
v-1-::-:4;, K.;-i prosperity is only known to those who own the raw ma- 
•5. ;:'••' j.-..::-:  ?::": the means of production. 

'mit Dormaar is pleased that the original paragraph about the 
i.    .11 be replaced in the program by a better one. The danger in- 
h      -iii in the PBO ought not to be underestimated. 

Iransen (Amsterdam) states that our fundamental program offers a 
socialistic perspective0 Many problems, however, demand our attention, 
which could not be worked out in the program. We do not claim either 
that these problems have already been solved; but we are, at least, 
aware of their existence, and that is worth quite something. We are 
also of the opinion — in contrast with what we have seen happen in the 
PvdA ~ that the problems can be solved on the basis of Marxism. The 
development of all details has not precisely followed the course which 
Marx envisaged when he wrote "Capital«" Particularly, it is not true 
that the workers are being forced through hunger and misery to revolt 
against capitalism0 The fact that many bad conditions are a matter of 
the past is due to the struggle of the working classes themselves, and 
not to the philanthropy of the capitalists. The Social-Democrats point 
to what has been achieved. But ever since Bernstein they have tried — 
in. view of the results that had either been achieved or were antici- 
pated — to gain admittance for the reform movement among the working 
classes. The Social-Democratic movement has become a drag on the de- 
velopment of socialism and now even numbers opponents of socialism 
among its ranks; its class cooperation, meanwhile, leads to a public 
attitude which is directed against the interests of the workers» The 
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relatively favorable development of the economic situation plays into 
the hands of such ah attitude. It is our task to keep the idea alive 
that capitalism will never give the workers more than part of what they 
are entitled to; namely the entirety. Thus, it is necessary that the 
working classes take over the means of production and put themselves in 
charge of the production. Besides, the position of the working classes 
is — even in a period of economic boom — no cause for exaltation« In 
the Mecca of capitalism — in the United States — a large part of the 
working population exists on less than the subsistence minimum0 In 
our country, there are a few cases where workers make 100 guilders or 
mere; many of them, however, get home wtih only 70 guilders, 60 guild- 
ers, or even less» We have little unemployment here; but will this 
continue to be the case? How will capitalism be able to solve the 
problems of technical progress, of mechanization, and — before long — 
of disarmament? We do not wait — like P. de Groot -- for a crisis to 
put the necessary wind into our sails. But we would like to have a 
powerful and purposeful socialistic movement which strives for solu- 
tion of the aforementioned problems in the interest of the working popu- 
lation. On a world-wide scale, the development is progressing in a so- 
cialistic direction, as far as the power of the socialistic nations, 
the collapse of the colonial system, and the struggle of the working 
classes in the capitalistic countries are concerned. We, therefore, 
do not need any revolutionary romanticism in order to inspire the work- 
ing classes;; but we can offer the perspective that — in the face of a 
powerful socialistic movement -- the bourgeoisie will no longer have 
the power to reverse this movement either through war or through 
Fascism. 

Rutgers (Amsterdam) is of the opinion that the development might 
well proceed at a faster pace than foreseen by party member Wagenaar, 
accorciag so his introduction. 

nan (Aaisterdam) recalled the typographer strike during which he 
personally saw a sample of the fatal attitude of the.CPU management 
and of de Groot personally. In his own humorous way he told how he 
was amazed by the New Year^ proclamation in "De Waarheid," according 
to which everyone who understands his times becomes a member of the 
CPN. He had thought this over and had come to the conclusion: Who- 
ever understands the CPU, becomes a member of the NW; whoever under- : 

stands the NW, becomes a member of the PvdA; whoever understands the 
PvdA, becomes a member of the PSP; and whoever understands the PSP, 
becomes a member of the SWP. But that is something that I already am, 
and that is why I am standing here; obviously, I have a good concept 
of the times I am living in. 
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Euiskens (Utrecht) believes that the fundamental program ought to 
contain a statement to the effect that we are striving for unity within 
the labor movement, even though this is a very comprehensive problem. 
He inquires why the program talks about the expropriation of large real 
estate holdings, and not of real estate holdings in general. 

H. Bloin (Amsterdam) makes a plea for a lively and attractive kind 
of schooling. Kalinin had issued a similar appeal as early as 1926 
(About Communist Education); but it seems that even at the present time 
education in the Soviet Union is still lacking in many respects. We 
must see to it that this does not happen to us. 

H, Gortzak talked about the manner in which "De Brug" is managed 
by its editorial staff. In the beginning, they were too much inclined 
to keep the discussion within limits which were too narrow in scope. 
The editorial staff does not consider it appropriate to comment on each 
letter to the editor. This, however, has resulted in a situation where 
the views of the editorial staff itself have sometimes not been suffi- 
ciently displayed. In expressing criticism, the purpose is not to cri- 
tic:"?;: as such, but to achieve improvement by way of criticism. It 
evf.r .--.eemed that — after the 20th Congress — this was also recognized 
:?■•; • !  S • :>:t Union. In this connection, the speaker reminded the at- 
■:•:     ■ .sorter of "De Waarheid," F. Schooneriberg, of the review of 

: :• ' .'.; Baanbreker" /^The Trailblazer"/' which he published during 
. iriüd in "Politiek en Cultuur" ^"Politics and Culture^/"» 

Berben Wagenaar is in agreement with a great deal of what was said 
during the discussion. 

As far as the India-China question is concerned, however, L„ Plek- 
ker has not been able to convince him that the fault rests with India. 
Concerning the problem of achieving socialism through peaceful means, 
he considers it absolutely wrong to say that the revolution must defi- 
nitely be arrived at through parliamentary channels, just as it is wrong 
to say that this will be possible only through use of force. The strug- 
gle for the attainment of socialism is a struggle about the ownership 
of the means of production. A temporary labor government or a govern- 
ment including the PvdA does not in itself represent socialism. The 
speaker does not believe either that we live in a welfare state. It 
is not right just to compare the situation with what it used to be ^0 
or 50 years ago, and to sit back contentedly; on the other hand, it is 
not right either to give the impression as if workers» families every- 
where found themselves in a state of utmost distress. As far as the 
support of the Soviet Union for the colonial peoples is concerned, the 
Bpeaker is of the opinion that such support is already of great sig- 
nificance. One cannot expect the Soviet Union to jeopardize the peace 
by lending armed assistance. 
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Just because we are confident that the development in our country 
will also proceed in the direction toward socialism, and that, in -win- 
ning over the majority of our population to the cause of a socialistic 
society, we must make our own contributions, have we proceeded toward 
establishing the SWP. In this connection, we have no use for empty 
rhetoric, but can borrow sufficient power and enthusiasm from scien- 
tific socialism.» 

Resolution Passed at the Constituent Congress of the SWP 

The Constituent Congress of the Socialistische Werkers Partij 
/Socialist Workers Party7" was held in Amsterdam on January 23rd and 
2Vth, I960. On the basis of the goals, as outlined in the fundamental 
program'adopted by this Congress, the party will take part in the 
class struggle and in the political life of the Netherlands„ 

The Congresa is opposed to those views which hold that the class 
struggle does no longer exist in our present-day capitalistic society, 
and that a social system — aimed at everybody's welfare « is possi- 
ble without replacing the capitalistic method of production by a so* 
cialistic production setup. The emergence in our country of the De 
Quay government has actually deepened the class differences and clearly 
shows that the working population can maintain its level of existence 
only through constant pressure and unanimous action. 

As set forth in its fundamental program, the SWP shall: "lead 
the vay for, and support, the working classes and all strata of the 
working population in the struggle of pursuing their interests in the 
econrsiic, social, and cultural fields. The. SWP shall also be con- 
stantly engaged in strengthening the socialistic consciousness of the 
work: ag classes and their desire to attain a socialistic production 

setup." ''■■•' 

The Congress expresses its unalterable solidarity with the en- 
tirely or partially oppressed colonial peoples in their struggle for 
national independence of their countries. 

The Congress is pleased to note the success achieved through the 
socialistic progress in the Soviet Union, the Chinese People's Repub- 
lic, and other socialistic states. It expects that — by continuing 
this progress and by eliminating the mistakes and abuses which occurred 
in the past and were incompatible with the nature of socialism — a . 
further development will take place in the material as well as in the 
spiritual field, which will exert an increasing influence:upon the de- 
velopment in all parts -of the world. 
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It is of vital concern to the population of the entire world that 
this development take place in a peaceful manner and that the threat 
of an all-destructive war be eliminated by means of negotiations lead- 
ing toward peaceful coexistence and disarmament. 

The Congress is of the opinion that an especially great threat to 
peace exists due to the rearmament of Western Germany and the repeal, 
in constantly increasing numbers, of limiting stipulations with regard 
to the possession of atomic weapons and the concentration of heavy in- 
dustry in Western. Germany,, The existence of a West German government 
which includes former Nazis, and which permits former Nazis to occupy 
a variety of significant public positions_, plays into the hands of re- 
surgent Fascist and anti-Semitic activities. 

The successive postwar governments in the Netherlands have made 
our country a full-fiedged partner in the policy of armament and cold 
war. The heavy armament burden and the uninterrupted rise in business- 
men^ profits go hand in hand with a systematically increasing pres- 
sure upon the living standard of the working population. This becomes 
posfcll'Ie through the policy of class cooperation, followed by the PvdA 
an" "or the WV, as well as through the dogmatic and sectarian attitude 
< '■■ ;.:•.■. :r''■■:,    The PvdA, in its most recent Congress, has entirely elimi- 
-.:: :■■■; \ ■;•:..    .uinciples of class struggle and socialism. The undemocratic 
■i, ;:h-yy .  •;,-,> glorification of individuals, and the vilification of 
-;;•■ '  -•- which are in great demand in the CPN ~ are preventing this 
v    from being restored to health. 

The Congress is of the opinion that, for this reason, the SWP must 
become the party of the working population, a party which will carry on 
the struggle for their present and future interests and which will form 
the basis and starting point for the unification of all socialists. 

This unity can be achieved only in, and by means of, a continuous 
ideological struggle for the principles of socialism as well as in, 
and by means of, the class struggle against the propertied classes and 
the government policy which follows their directions. The present De 
Quay government is the direct executrix of the policy as prescribed by 
the large business interests and the monopolies. 

The Congress appeals to the Dutch population to take up the strug- 
gle in favor of a poiicy which has the following goals: 

1. the furtherance of the lessening of international tension and 
disarmament, by taking and supporting steps in this direction; 

2. the reduction of the military expenditures and shortening of 
the time of service; 
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3o the improvement of the living standard of the entire working 
population by means of the wage and price policy and by means of the 
system of taxation; 

k,    a speedy termination of the need for housing by expanding the 
construction of people's housing at lower rentals3  while maintaining 
the housing law and the rent control, without any further increase in 
rentals; ''.:. -v::.,. 

5. unrestricted work opportunity, completion of the necessary 
public works, and industrialization in those areas where — due to 
the obsolete economic structure ~ structural unemployment is preva- 
lent; 

6c prompt introduction of the ^0-hour work week, without any 
change in wages, and identical remuneration for the same kind of work, 
whether performed by men or women; 

7„ full preservation of the right to strike and abolishment of 
the PBO which violates the'democratic rights of the workers, the middle 
classes, and'the small businessmen; 

8. improvement of public education and effective measures to 
eliminate the lack of teachers and of buildings suitable for instruc- 
tion purposes'; ■' ; 

9» more extensive support for the development of art and culture, 
health care and youth activities, sport and recreation; 

10. security of subsistence for middle classes, farmers, and 
greengrocers through reduction of tax burdens and subsidies guarantee- 
ing profitable prices;' . 

llo freedom of expression Over radio and television, abolition 
of any kind of discrimination based upon progressive attitudes. 

Dutch workers I Fight, with the, SWP for the realization "of these claims! 
For the replacement of the De Quay government by a progressive govern- 
ment! For the unification of all your forces, so that our country may 
start out on the road that leads toward peace and socialismI 

5062 
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5.    RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT CUBAN COMMUNIST YOUTH PLENUM 
OF 28-29 NOVEMBER 1959  (RESOLUTIONS AND AGREEMENTS ADOPTED 

AT THE FOURTH PLENUM OF JS) 

Hoy 
^December 1959* Havana 
Page 10, Spanish (Cuban) daily np (Communist) 

Political Education_Work of Socialist Youth ,/juventud Socialista — JS/" 

In Cuba a mortal battle is developing between the forces of na- 
tional liberation and the forces of pro-imperialist counterrevolution. 

The enemies of Cuba are increasing, without success, their anti- 
Communist campaign, as a means of dividing the masses and terrorizing 
vacillating elements and, in this way, of preparing the ground for the 
counterrevoluti on c 

The crooks, the "Plattists" /Reference to the Platt Amendment 
which, incorporated in the Cuban constitution until 1933, provided the 
legal basis for US intervention in Cuba^ and the rightists are using 
various pretexts which have anti-Communism as a base to halt the Revo- 
lution, deprive it of its radical, anti-imperialist, national libera- 
tion spirit, and take a "backward step." 

The counterrevolutionaries, in the first place, under the inspira- 
tion of the imperialists of the United States, and,'also, the rightists, 
opportunists, or cowards, present numerous confusionist arguments. 

Faced with that situation, Socialist Youth must unmask the inter- 
ventionist and foreign character of anti-Communism, 

Socialist Youth must hold high the right of Cubans to self- 
determination, to decide our destiny, and to realize our free and 
sovereign will in choosing the forms of life or the social regime which 
the majority of our people decide on. 

Socialist Youth must make quite clear, among the masses of youth, 
the political line of the Party and the scientific foundations of our 
opinions. 

Socialist Youth must insist on the study of the thousand-times- 
proved science of Marxism-Leninism, and spread its principal elements. 

Youth must contribute to the elevation to an even higher level of 
the spirit of national dignity and of responsible patriotism and of the 
disposition of our youth and our people to defend Cuba against any 
enemy, however powerful he may be. 
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The IV Plenum calls on the units of Socialist Youth to develop the 
following: 

1». At. least one discussion of questions and answers per month. 

2. Creation of Study Circles, bearing in mind the Resolution on 
"Propaganda among Socialist Youth." 

3o To spread on a massive basis our propaganda material, prin- 
cipally the magazine, "Eella." 

On People's Brigades_and Militia 

Cuban youth, and the broad working masses of the city and the 
countryside, are enlisting, with enormous patriotic enthusiasm, in the 
people's brigades and militia. 

Under the leadership of the heroic Rebel Army, thousands of Cubans 
are undergoing basic training in the use of arms, with the traditional 
Cuban cry of "Liberty or Death." 

The IV Plenum supports, with all its strength, those efforts di- 
rected at the defense of the Cuban Revolution against any attack by 
the internal or external counterrevolution. 

The IV. Plenum of Socialist Youth calls on all its militants and 
on all its units to work without a let-up so that, under the leadership 
of tm glorious Rebel Army, and closely linked to the young people of 
the "26 of July," of the "Revolutionary Directorate," and of all the 
revolutionary organizations, as well as all the young people and work- 
ers, ;;vasants and students, they may take their places'in the people's 
brigaaes and militia to defend the Revolution and carry it forward. 

Let there not be a single young man or girl in the ranks of Social- 
ist Youth who does not know how to handle arms! 

Arms and Planes to Defend CubaI 

The people of Cuba have understood the importance of providing our 
Revolutionary Armed Forces with adequate arms and planes for the defense 
of our threatened Fatherland. The IV Plenum calls on Socialist Youth 
and all of .Cuban youth to: 

1. Support, with efforts multiplied a hundred times,'the very 
many efforts, now under wayj to collect money for the purchase of 
"Planes and Arms to Defend Cuba." 
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2o Contribute to the organization of functions, fairs, festivals, 
etc., from which the proceeds are donated to the Revolutionary Armed 
Forces for the objective referred to above. 

On the Latin-American Congress of Youth 

The principal democratic youth organizations of Latin America are 
represented in the Preparatory Meeting of the Latin-American Congress 
of Youth, which is being held in Santiago, Chile, at the present time. 

The recent Congress of the CTC /cbnfederacionde Trabajadores 
Cubanos_ — Confederation of Cuban Workers7~unanimously gave its sup- 
port to this important event.        ~~ 

The "26 July Movement," the "Revolutionary Directorate of 
13 March," the FEU /Federacion Estudiantil Universitaria — Federa- 
tion of University Students/ of the University of Havana, Catholic 
Youth, and Socialist Youth~are represented at that meeting» 

Socialist Youth reiterates its total support for that initiative, 
which responds to an old and legitimate desire of Latin-American youth, 
in the struggle throughout the continent for national independence and 
for the independent socio-economic development of our peoples, in the 
face of the oppression of Yankee imperialism. 

Socialist Youth supports that manifestation of democratic and 
liberating Latin-Americanism, which will be a great act of solidarity 
with the Cuban Revolution, which today epitomizes the most just in- 
terests of Latin America. 

On the Magazine "Mella" 

The magazine "Mella" is the most important voice of Socialist 
Youth. "Mella" completed 15 years of publication in 1959* at the side 
of Socialist Youth. Its history has been glorious. "Mella" came out 
80 times in more than 300,000 copies, with abundant illustrations and 
in color, during the most ferocious years of the tyranny. 

Wow "Mella" comes out in a new format of great beauty and has been 
well-received0 

The establishment of the "Mella" press and our new economic re- 
sponsibilities as a result, place great burdens on us. 

It is therefore necessary that sales of "Mella" increase and that 
its editions are sold out quickly, in order to guarantee its continued 
publication. 
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The IV Plenum calls on all of our militants to distribute, sell, 
and liquidate more and in a better way the editions of our central 
organ. 

On the Progress of Socialist Youth on the Iront of AgrarianWork 

The III Broadened Plenum of Socialist Youth, which occurred on 
25, 26, and 27 September in Yaguajay, broadly discussed the agrarian 
work of our organisation» 

This IV Plenum concludes that in the past two months our work on 
that front has significantly improved* 

The IV Plenum calls once again on Socialist Youth to apply, with 
growing energy, the Resolution of Yaguajay on the questions of the work 
of Socialist Youth on the agrarian front, and to facilitate, with its 
constant and abnegating action, the efforts of the INRA /Instituto 
Nacional de Reforma Agraria — National Institute of Agrarian Reform/ 
in its objective of carrying out the Agrarian Reform law. 

5170 
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PREFACE TO THE PLATFORM AND BY-EMS OF THE 
__ DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF IRAQI KURDISTAN 

Ehebat . . 
II k  12 January 1960, Baghdad 

»wring the latter part of the 18th Century, the countries of ' 
the Middle and Near East became a target of occupation and ex- 
ploitation by the modem capitalist and advanced European countries. 
It was inevitable that Kurdistan also with its strategic .position 
and natural wealth should invite the greed of the imperialists, : 

It became the object of contention, intrigues, partition and occu- 
. pation,  It was partitioned between the Ottoman and Persian states 
in a series of wars between .them. This partition was not only con- 
firmed by the peace conference following World War I, but the number ' 
of units was increased by force of arms to satisfy British, French, 
and American imperialism. The Kurds were completely denied the 
right to national self-determination. 

As- a result of European capitalism, the Kurdish people and 
particularly the working classes among them fel-Jpunder the yoke of 
three forms cf oppression and arbitrary feudal rule? oppression by 
Turkish and Iranian capitalists which was in fact the exploitation 
of our people by European-British, Geraian and French capitalists, ' 
and also lately by 'American capitalists. These forms of oppression 
undermined the economic position of the Kurdish wo riser but  on. the other 
hand gave rise to independence and liberation movements in Kurdistan. 
The struggle of the Kurdish people to liberate themselves and gain 
independence led to a greater organization of their ranks, compared - 
with the situation early in the 19th century when the Kurdish move- 
ment was isolated, short-sighted and lacked'both organisation, and 
leadership such as a political party could provide. 

But in the recent p&st and especially since the end of World 
War I. the struggle for a national Kurdistan has assumed a new 
character.  It is organized and led by a party in accordance with 
a widely accepted program of action. The whole Kurdish people and 
their progressive classes participate in this effort with extreme 
enthusiasm. Immediately after World War I, the Kurdish people em- 
barked on a struggle, under the leadership of certain political 
parties and in accordance with a definite political program, to 
rid themselves and Kurdistan of Turkish and Iranian domination. 
The sacrifices sustained and the martyrs offered proved to the en- 
tire world that the people of Kurdistan will not give up the 
struggle until their country is liberated and they gain their 
independence. ,n 



Although the Kurdish people bad learned the liberal democratic 
ways from other liberation movements in  the world, they remained 
isolated, fight lug  the pgg-esser?- alone, until the great October 
Revolution took place in Russia. And just as the October: Revolution 
had an. impact la intensifying the struggle between the colonial 
powers «ad th* occupied countrietj, it gave an imp«tus to the demo- 
cratic liberation tsoveaent In Kurdistan, strengthened it, and united 
it with siäftälär movetR'ents in neighboring countries so that the 
Kurdish tt-ovement hseertie a part of the general effort by nil tlie 
exploited Rations to liberate themselves from inperialisn and 
feudalism. 

The liberation movement in Kurdistan struggled side fcy side 
with movements in Turkey and Iran against the eotxmon enemies: im- 
perialism and reaction PS represented by the ruling classes,  la 
Turkey, Mastafo Ke-aia! f who later persecuted and Massacred the Rurds, 
appsal-ad to theai \vheri he ^ss leading the Turkish liberation movement 
against tine Greeks, and tte itsperiaiisti;, Hnndreäs of Kurds lost 
their lives in defending: every inch of Turkey at a tiiae when the 
Turkish Republic was fighting far Its life.  In this revolt, the 
Kurds proved In a practical w?»y the ralue tof.   tlisir brotherly re- 
lations snd cooperation with the free Turks,  In the Congress 
which was convened in. 1019 in Ererum, the leaders of the Kurdish 
people sdoptsd the resolution that the energies of Free Turkey ate 
enemies  of the Kurd?, Therefore just as the Kurds fight for their 
freedom, they would fight to protect the Turkish Republic and the 
independence of the Turhisfc people against the enemy. But no 
sooner than the danger threatening the Turkish Republic was te- 
moT5d and the situation stabilized, the Kematists arrested the 
course of their revolution and rewarded the Kurds for their 
loyalty and sacrifices by oppression, execution  of its leaders, 
massacres and a. campaign to liquidate tbs whole Kurdish nation» 

The chauvinism of Mustafa Inmal and his followers alienated 
not only the Kurd? but all other national groups? in. Turkey as well. 
As a result of this chauvinism, the liberation movements of the 
Kurds and the Turks parted courses, mä  the Kurds adopted the ex- 
treme view  of demanding national independence. The -«freie Kurdish 
people now struggle for the independence of Khrdistaa «.idler the 
leadership of progressive political parties and programs.  In 1.Q25- 
28 and again in 1.930, 193? and 1539» the Kusrdish people rose in. 
Diarbakr, Ararat and Der sin; under the leadership of the Party 
"Kurdistan" and later under the leadership of Khoyboiin. „£/ In Iran 

1/ Khoyboun later defected from its nationalist policy and succumbed 
"~ to reactionary forces. 
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Kf.-it   in Tehrrui.     They vert   Muiitd   in  their   objective  of   Hbr-tati-ifr 
Iran during the Jvoiuro ir^ve-^rb.  Im h 
the Tehrao Government  snd hi  A.nerfc?.. 
si'ooort  of  all  1'ra^   Kbtdfo. 

>5-5t,   v'hc.r  th* cp(>csitit.*r.   eo 
ivApe rij.li sr;i R.at -wilt), the' 

fines  19i8 net the   I'ro". Ittres  of Basrah,   ^Itghdad  and 
Mosul  fell   ander  British  itcn-ib.r.Ii:;K,   th-5 Kurddfrb  poyisl.ittnn 
Southerr; Kurdistan  is 
ths Arab yecybe.. 
Iraq,   the Kinds  aUc 

vistfd   innt r! fcH :srr n;b.  coo 
'h 

■:es 
i:,,t* TO 5 t «-'I1. > was  anne^rd  to  ''rao 

■'ehe   rcinno:?. eaesr/ 
^ffiria'. b 

Oil   With 
■Jin atb.ng 

At ft •?*!'   $o,.ith;?rr, . 
the  Ax abs   and  ihr  Km:bH 

iuore beea fighting  for  tiK-  indet'6ä^e(i"e ^f  Trar,   the ousting  ->f 
impej.'i.al,lKjN   »r;d  rep:.:in:l'n^  dpt-ioc; ati c   .-.nd  national.  *.:i,;;hf:-.. 

The Viprvisirigs  of  S^:'*ikh M'ihi>"^.u'   ivr>t   the   r<.:voi.ts   ? ?d bf  tap 
DarzHti/is und^r  the   leadecKfb.}> of   .h>ei'«l';   Ahr-tad  ar.1 h;?tla fisstatc 
BRra^ani   apsinsu  idpe.ib a.d s.n  aid   ehe r~ui><rehy  r-^ t v, ith the  hu*- 
pcxi  of  all   freit-  2r:iQi^.     Ih'-se  te^ol^s ?>'erc  regarded '07  sbl 
Iraqis  as  th.or.gh  t'm-:y v^erc   ccrrfed 01st   by   tde Ira:;i  peo^l'j. 

The  Tteffocrattc   Part-?  of I idi ;h  l<ifA&  thf 
liberation movement  of  s'U  frr* Kards ha.s  aivah   ex.or*. rat?rl  closely 
with  the  Iraqi   Communist   'Pa.vty   p.r;.1  fcith  otd^i.   n^rlde?   its Iran,   and 
although  the  detnorzdF of 'urdish prof-de   r.re   5:e"is.^'U;bte   ^üd  just, 
the  internstirma'   situation  &nd « 1.. \ 5. T "Ü G 1 the  imr.'~:r:t ail st 
Powers have  unforturtatfly hs^peied  ynti i  hov; the  solution  of   the 
Kurdish  problem. 



The Kurdish problem was Ignored in world councils, but this did 
not wecken the Kurdish people. On the contrary, it strengthened 
their  determination day by dav. 

The imperialist posers wanted to cheat  the Kurds in order te 
weaken their democratic liberation movement and to break 'tip the 
unity of purpose between toe Kurds and other nations» But the 
liberation Movement fully realized that these were merely tricks 
designed to tighten the hold of imperialism over Kurdistan. They 
rejected these imperialist plans with an iron will. The im- 
perialists then, attempted to impose upon the Kurds a course of 
action at which the Kurds took up arras to fight the imperialists 
and their stooges end to carry the struggle until Kurdistan is 
liberated. 

The International Situatiot 

The international situation is characterized by the existence 
of t'tfo opposing camps. ■ The corflict between them has taken the 
following shape. 

1. The struggle by the peace-loving nations against the 
war mongers, 

2. The struggle of nations to regain political end eco- 
nomic independence, to free themselves from imperialism and occu- 
pation» anc to  establish democratic governments, 

3. The struggle by the socialist and democratic forces 
against imperialism and reaction.  If we exaraine closely these 
conflict-lag- forces we, find that imperialism and reaction are. their 
common denominators.  Since the imperialist and reactionary forces 
cooperate closely, it <sm.ua be only natural for the opposing forces 
to cooperate in their straggle against imperialism and reaction. 
It is now evident thgt the forces of colonialisK and imperialism 
are neari'ng their collapse.  Since World War,II. the liberation 
movements in Asia, Africa and Latin. America have been gaining 
strength.  Many dependent nations which were formerly colonized 
have gained their independence.  These include China, Korea, Vietnam, 
Tunisia, Indonesia, Burma, Syria and Egypt.  Iraq was a stronghold 
of imperialism until the July 14 Revolution.  Bitt on that memorable 
date, the stronghold was destroyed t-nder the leadership of Abdul 
Karira Kassem and. Iraq became the refuge of-free men in the Middle 
Bast. 
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The democratic liberal awakening which is evident throughout 
the Middle East and in Iraq after July 14 in partiruipr are ample 
proof that Imperialist and reaction are or their death beds un- 
able to regain their strength.  It is also evident that Iran and 
Turkey still Puffer from imperialism snd reaction.  Such countries 
as Algeria, Pakistan and other African acid Asian countries art- 
heading towards freedom, for imperialism Js unable to stop the 
current towards independence. 

The economic and social situation in the world today is 
characterized by the existence of two opposing systems. One sys- 
tem is that of capitalism and iriperialisn. whose lealer is the 
United States.  Since the Second World War these countries have 
lost most of their msrkets and control over the coimtrie? which 
have become independent.  They are in a state of constant crisis, 
but in order to stabilste their economies, the imperialist 
capitalist countries have tuned their economies to the war effort, 
exploiting their workers in the worst possible manner.  Indeed 
they are like a man who is about to die or drown but is urr**illir:g 
to exert any effort to save ids life.  This situation cannot last, 
for it is not based on solid foundations.  We have shown that the 
imperialist-capitalist countries experience economic oriris daily, 
increasing unemployment, hunger and resentment -amongst the laboring' 
classes,  Another indication of the inevitable collapse of the im- 
perialist economies and their disintegration i<s the serious con- 
flict« over markets among the American, British, German, French and • 
Japanese imperialists after they lost most of their markets* such 
a conflict can only lead to a weakening of the imperialist economic 
system. 

The other economic-social system in the world i<s the socialist 
system.  After the glorious October Revolution, Russia left the 
ranks of the imperialist countries to establish socialism. Thanks 
to this system, agriculture and industry continue to prow in 
Russia.  After World War II, a group of countries in Asia and 
Europe joined the Socialist Game. Thes.e were:  China, Korea, 
Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania, Albania, and 
the Democratoc Republic of Germany. Thece countries liberated 
themselves from capitaiis:,; and embarked or  the road to socialism. 

The great country of China is a gigantic model that should prove 
to the world that with the help cf a socialist system the people of 
China were able to transform their country, within a short span of 
time, from an underdeveloped area dependent on imperialists to a de- 
veloped nation. 
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The advanced state of industry, technology and science in the 
socialist countries is evident to all. The relations between the 
socialist countries on the one hand, and'the countries which have ■ 
recently gained  independence from imperialism on the other, are 
based on the principles of brotherhood, friendship and equality. 
The aid provided by the Soviet Union to the underdeveloped countries 
is but an expression of the friendly feelings of the socialist 
countries towards all free nations, 

Since the end of World War IT, the Soviet Unten and other 
socialist countries have supported with all the means at their dis- 
posal the liberation movements of other nations and have helped them 
rid themselves of imperialism.  The assistance provided to India, 
Egypt . Syria, and Iraq are good examples of this policy; they clearly 
show that the socialist countries have no other motive than to help 
uplift the economies of underdeveloped countries, not to dominate 
them or exploit them in any possible way. 

By contrast we find that the assistance provided by American 
and British imperialism to Iran, Turkey, Pakistan and Chian (Formosa) 
is only a means to war and plunder.  The imperialists are threatening 
the world with their nuclear weapons and are pushing humanity to the 
brink of disaster, while the gigantic scientific and economic forces 
of the Soviet countries contribute to world peace and democracy and 
prevent imperialism from realizing its dirty objectives.  It is very 
clear that the forces of peace and stability in the world are day by 
day gaining in strength over the forces of imperialism, reaction and 
feudalism, which are heading for collapse and disintegration. 

The free, people throughout the world, including the free Kurds, 
are fully aware that after they are liberated from imperialism they 
will be able to attain the objectives of real freedon, and inde- 
pendence. 

Economic, ^Social and ?ol£tical_Conditions in Iraq 

In viev? of its agricultural and other natural resources, Iraq 
is a rich country.  Its oil reserves and other mineral resources in 
Kurdistan and elsewhere in Iraq attracted the attention of the im- 
perialists who attempted to keep Iraq under their control by keeping 
the country in a state of poverty and ignorance which would help 
them in exploiting it and plundering its wealth. The reactionary 
governments in Iraq cooperated with the imperialists in their effort 
to keep the country poor and ignorant. 
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To H'b'-6.f th-'- economic  £"<a  sorbs!  t OIGI tiOTs  -ui Kurlirtar,   one 
raust  st^rt with  ;■-> study of  the   :XsclaI   ar>^  e-orcjinbr c;>nf*lti o?»f   :u:-. 
Iraq in geuzral. 

Iraq is?   an underd>'-""ii< per   a>-rlctiltutri  courtr;- where  65-70% of 
the   population  arc  dr'rectl*   e::g--*j;ed in  3'uiculti„rn!   s^^rs'Jto  or  i:.t 
li-ventiVl.  rsisitv;'-     liv>  re-mab.ing  1&-^f!f  ar?  the  to*n  ^ufb;  frmi 
whom  arc draw?;  the  ^c.r:-hj;v-ts,   g-ve'™r>m-;ut  officials,   laborers,   etc. 
Most  of t*v.-   iabc.rer/; of 1::P.Q  ar:.> e irT«.»vet  b;  the oM   i?Ju:. try   and 
especially In the oil   ffeihs of Mö;-;?<1.   KirV...(Vf Fh^^s^'hi  i-bd ha-ria; 
5.t». the  feiirny^t   roaf* cn-iicinr,   pr;tl VüH.ö^K  factories 

The   l.sboresrF  of Xrtc? v.-e-rx   H'>b.ag u."b.r   very  pc-or  fccrt;isi ■:  rot 
diti^ns«   they hah no  social  ^tc^ri^y  to p3.ch;ect  -then;,   little eebfra- 

» tiojx 1:0  improve  the;'s   lot,   a:;d  they* «-..-re  rieuje-.j  their basic  rights. 

The condition  of  vfc-s Kurdish  p«: op1e ras  ai?o  ?-u  ■.:   D-id  :*tate 
usitll  the July  14 Revojrtion t ooh .place.     They vrerf:  denied   all   ct/ll 
sights  ss t.,'!:;ll   a.«,  the   rlghh.  to edncat"-  their eh:LJ.di<?n In tb.;T r o^ 
1 fing^.3 ?igs,,     liiere were -»'ety  briv ^c>syii.aiy  art  S'Loyi?   in Kurd.'st;r.n, 
and 55aay . chi Idren died each yes::   for  b>ch of CL.-:oical   cure  and  public 
hygiene,     The British   and  th,;ir xe.:vh.i*f; (the  o-hi Iir.aqi  re^rue'}   r?*-- 
li.ee? cm. th«.-  feudal   üyste?» in KtsrcU^tan  &ib  treated   th?  ibid-'   a.-" 
slaves.     The Km:absh farmers rerc  bn'rclfried ly   orpr-" ssf. on,   cbnb-d 
the  fruits of tbeT-.r &:.«•■   labor v?hlch w^/e ^FTu^f^h.a^ ed b?  th'.;-  feu^jl 
lordb,   m>3 e;"ph>tt^^  in  nH  nos'.i'bT.t  w^r-.     lb-?  laborer's  in the 
cHifrS of Furilistav;  ebb  n<-t   far-- brtt^r.     The   'b"<cyh£-:n»€-"w  uer& 
imle?>t%6 e\-ery  day  arid . the  prospps-.vsv;.   think«»n who  refuse.:!  tj  sob-, 
mit   to iinpc rial ism  <?f>'j  f e-i^a,'j'-wi o^   to   abasvicn  the  Rbruyylc   fot 
libfU'aticn *?sre  per^pcut&j,   irrpH soruui.   e'-.ibd  rod  evr1" hanred. 
Tbc officials  Kho  refhsht  to  c-:secjix   tl ft crdcrs  of th-:.   br-rse realists 

baaish-ed  to  Irv-.?  in b a-hah dp in far  a'-*f-.y p^-Ttg 

The  rcactio:;.aty g.'..--v*:Dm,.jitj  pl.*f;i:d  ,?hE:»rhes  in  the  fare of 
all stude'tts ;six! es-^-cis?. ly  th^: K-<i'f'i«h «tiidf-iü;-:,   par?ecutir-g ther^ 
slid denyi«ig-them educstion.     The hurdifb v:\ym-n v:$.rc   also derhed 
their be sic bapan ri^htä:;,. 

Imr-erialhsffi;   fcudrhb':» and  th--  p"e-  Revo li-t Ion a ry govcrrjiients 
were a great obstacle to  the  »d/arcemcr;t of  ?-cienc.f>.  and  inhrstry  tn 
Kurdiatan,.     I n sh«rtf   )h»rb!'; ;?n,   tlrh vlth  af rlrruiturFl,   mine-.z :yl. 
a»d  aniwsl  r^sourcT'S,   »ES tytr-^d by tne   iü-pÄJ.'ialists,   feudalists 
and the rä&clionst1/ gaverrJK.^nts  Inte an -tTüpottasit ^auice ot"  raw ma- 
terials  a.nd  a large ft.a^'fcet  for  the-! i  0oo^s;   th^y  pluiclere.d whenever 
thev COM Id.  the   Xbborerr;-  of Kv-rdistan. 



The July 14 Revolution was P. great victory for the liberation 
movements In the Middle East and especially of the National .-PSEIO~ 
cratic movement irt Iraq» The R^'volution K83 the outcome of a. long-' 
and bitter struggle by the people of Iraq, be they Arabs, Kurds or 
other nationalities, all öf who-ii sacrificed much to realize it. 
This glorious revolution was a national democratic zero It against 
imperialism and feudalism! It yprooted the reactionary monarchy and 
replaced It with a »rogressive democratic regime. The Revolution 
shattered the Baghdad pact and brought to trial, the mercenary 
politicians who had sold their country to the imperialists.  Po- 
litical' prisoners were set free, the national press liberated, and 
man]? groups - students, women workers, and the democratic youth - 
allowed to form their own unions.  An p.gr^.rian refers law ws.s 
passed, the Eisenhower Dactrira tfencimced and Iraq left the 
Sterling Area.  Diplomatic relations were established with the 
socialist countries and Iraq followed a pea.cefi.tl polity that veered 
away from all imperialist influence:. 

O'iSi: Republic today pursues e free policy; car Revolution is a 
solid foundation for pea.ee and stability throughout the world, for 
the liberation of all dependent nations, and for the development  of 
Iraq.  From the start, the Iraqi nation stood by the Republic, 
willing- to defend it against aggression„ They showed complete 
readiness to sacrifice much in its defence.     They showed their -dis- 
taste and hatred towards the conspiracies of Abdul Salary and P.ashid 
Ali,. They put down the uprising of the traitor Shawwrif sacrificing 
atseh blood and iasny martyrs tc prove that in the future they will 
spare ao effort to defend the Republic and remove  all. obstacles im- 
peding its progress., 

Article 3 of the Provisional Constitution .regards the Arabs and 
Kurds as -partners in the Iraqi nation sad recognizes the national 
rights of the Kurds within the Iraqi union. 

Protecting the Republic of Iraq, strengthening and developing 
its democratic institutions are the sacred duty of all Iraqis and 
especially of the Kurds in Iraq,  For a strong democratic republic 
in Iraq is a mortal, blow to the imperialists and reactionary govern- 
ments in Iran, Turkey» and the feudalist Arab countries.  It will 
lend support to the liberation Movements in these countries and 
strengthen; the Kurdish liberation movement. The -imperialists are 
inciting  the reactionary' governments of Turkey and Iran tc plat 
against our Republic.  Likewise the bourgeoisie'and feudalists in- 
side Iraq, the Arab chauvinists, aad the mercenary spies of the 
imperialists inside Iraq work towards the sam-s objective' and have 
recently united their front. Therefore, the Kurds should remain 
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vigilant against auch movements whose aim is to overthrow the  Re- 
public; they should support the -socialist peace-loving frcnfc with an 
iron will if" they wanted freedom for themselves, fox only this camp 
can gain freedom for the Kmdlsh people. 
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PLATFORM OP THE DEMOCRATIC  PARTY OF IRAQI  KURDISTAN 

Ittihad ash-Sha'b 
11 J anuary"i960, Bcghd ad 

"We publish the following Platform of the Democratic Patty 
of Iraqi Kurdistan which was attached to the application submitted 
by the Party to the Ministry of the Interior requesting registra- 
tion. " 

Article 1. The Party shall be known as the Democratic Party of 
Iraqi Kurdistan. 

Article 2. Our Party is a progressive, democratic revolutionary 
Party which represents the interests of workers, farmers, wage 
earners, handicraftsmen and revolutionary workers in Iraqi 
Kurdistan. 

Article 3, The Party is guided in its political struggle and . 
social policies by the scientific doctrine of Marxism-Leninism. 

Article 4. The Party struggles to preserve the democratic Re- 
public oF Iraq, and to widen and strengthen its democratic policies 
which are based on the principles of guided democracy that will en- 
sure the following individual and group rights: The right to ex- 
press freely opinions and beliefs, free press, and freedom to 
organize political parties and labor unions; a constitution pro- 
viding for free and direct democratic elections in which suffrage 
is granted to all citizens who are 18 years of age or over, irres- 
pective of sex, should be promulgated.  Maximum firmness should be 
exercised against all the enemies of the Republic«, government de- 
partments, both military and civilian, should be purged of un- 
desirable elements. The defence forces of the country should be 
strengthened in order to protect the gains of the people. 

Article 5(a).  We struggle in defence of world peace and aim at 
reducing international tension.  We are guided by the United 
Nations Charter, the principle of the Bandung Conference and the 
principle of peaceful coexistence among nations.  International 
conflicts should be resolved in negotiation. Nuclear weapons and 
nuclear tests are to be banned In accordance with an international 
agreement» 
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(b)     he  shall continue  in our  nationalist  policy which is 
opposed  to imperialism as the  greatest  danger threatening Iraq and 
the Kurdish nation.    The  agreements  and farts *,Mch detiact  from 
the sovereignty  and  independence >-{ Tiaq should he  repealed.     Re- 
lations should he strengthened with all  countries  and particularly 
with countries of the socialist  ca.tnn on the basis of matual bene- 
fit.     Brotherly relations  should  be established with member 
countries of the  .Arab league   and  of  the  Afro-Ariar "bloc.     All 
countries which   are struggling for their independence or the right 
to self determination mitFt be supported. 

Article 6 (a).    We uphold  the establishment of brotherly and friendly 
TeTaTrölöTT^ween the Arabs  r?nrf Kurds  as well as  swong the "various. 
other national  groups in Trac-   i.e. ,   Assyrians,  Turkomans,  Armenian«, 
etc.     We   also work  for consolidating  the  .nations! union,   obtaining 
increased  rights  for  the Kurdish people  on  the basis of  autonomy 
within the Iraqi  unity;   thl"   should be  guaranteed in the  constitu- 
tion.     Chauvinistic,   cosmopolitan 
be fought. 

and  independence movement;; n;dst 

(b)    To strengthen the brotherly  relations with  the  Iraqi 
Communist  Party,   the Nation*! Democratic  Party  and  the various 
deraecrstic organizations  in Iraq;   to  support  the  cooperation between 
our Part*  and  the various  democratic  parties  and  organizations  in 
Kurdistan;   and  to  streng then the  relationships between  our  Party and 
the various  Communist  partier  and  ergrnbratioa?: throughout  the world. 

Article 7,     We  support  the Kv.rdi.sh people-  in their effort to obtain 
TTaTFllhare of representation,   employment by  the government 'and by 
serei-officia!  bodies,   provided that  due   attention is given to  the 
similar  rights  of other minorities  living in Kurdistan. 

Article 8.     We   aim e.t developing tie  ration-l  awareness  and  raising 
the"standard  of  living  of   the  people by  implementing  a  comprehen- 
sive economic development plan,   executing short-rurge  and  long- 
range projects   and by preparing  the  administrative   and  technical 
machinery  required  for  such  a  task. 

Article 9.     Our  Party believes that heavy industries  are the founda- 
tlbiröTtpolitical   and  economic  independence.     We  therefore  shall 
work, towards industrializing Iraq by establishing heavy and  light 
industries in the  light oi;   surveys ef natural   resources to be con- 
ducted  for the  purpose,     Special   attention should be paid to 
petroleum,   phosphorus and hydroelectric  powri.     We  ahn at  creating 
a prosperous national  industry protected from foreign competition. 
National capital should be  encouraged provided that  the  interests 
of the consumer are safeguarded.    The economic  agreement between 
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Iraq and the U.S.S.R. should be ratified and put into- effect as an 
important guarantee of the development of our national industries. 
Industries in Kurdistan should be encouraged as feasible, of which ' 
the following industries and measures may be considered:' Sugar re- 
fining, paper mill, dairy products» tanning, preserved fruits arid 
tobacco manufactures,. Customs  duties OG machinery and eauioment 
required for the national, industries should be abolishedf 

™£Ü!EiJ:,™L2- Wf- aim at eradicating unemployment and at the promulga- 
tion of progressive laws which will guarantee laborers and employees 
a_minimum v&ge  sufficient to provide a decent standard of living'for 
the  worker gnd his family. Work* rig hours should be reduced, thp 
employment of adolescents prohibited and social security and labor 
legislation passed whereby unions are guaranteed certain rights. 
Labor delegations should be sent abroad, technical schools in- 
creased in number and the technical skills of workers raised to a 
high level. 

^i£i£.Ji'  w* maintain and rorb for increasing: the government's 
share in petroleum revenue?; by reconsidering the existing agree- 
ments and limiting the scope of operations of the oil companies to 
the areas actually, under exploitation. The government should re- 
ceive the remaining concession areas, exploit them, and undertake 
to^produce the various petroleum products and market them in Iraq 
and abroad.  It should exercise control over the implementation 'oV 
the agreements with the oil companies reg&rdingr production and'prices 
and also in order to prevent the oil companies froin interfering in 
the internal affairs of Iraq, The government should also establish 
petroleum industries? to make use of by-products and prepare the 
technical and administrative set-up that could eventually make pos- 
sible nationalisation of the petroleum industry, 

i£Ü£i£_H-  Since the land problem in  Kurdistan is mcnlizr  to the 
area in ways which have not received full consideration in  the 
Agrarian Reform Law, we advocate amendment of the Law in such a 
way ss to ensure a minimum tenancy for e&ch farmer aod to"eradicate 
completely the feudal patten« of relationships. To imorove tho 
standard of living and increase the incomes of farmers', our Partv 
works for the following: 

First (a) To reclaim and irrigate cultivable Isnd which at 
present is fallow and to distribute this land to landless farmers 
or to those whose tenancies are smaller than the prescribed minimum; 

(b) To solve the water problem by tapping artesian source? 
o. water, building dams and  canals to tap riparian sources and 
making it possible for the farmers to benefit fror,? the government 
irrigation projects; f\ 



(c)    To help  the   ft.r^.rs by yr^vidSng them rirh   sf-ads  and 
fertilisers vh':ch vonlcJ  en^bl'-»  thc-m   Lc  isrrn:eve  a/<d  ire rea.se  il-.a 
variety  cf'  thfTx  crcyg,   m~i  ±)  provide  them with  long■■•-tt-rrn credit 
at  lo-v: rute/i of :L.i teles','  LJ. orde::  to saw-  then frc^s Ih^  gripr; of 
the Rit>r<sy  terders .; 

(dV   To  establish  t;gr;" cul tMi:sl  coders» tl.wö  for uftbeting 
the  product?  sr.ij pxo^tirii.g  in bulk the  requirement:*  cf  fsionerf  of 
co.nB"Jvserr'.'   ^sota  ^ad &g*:*xc ilt n-el c.]usy^? ■ 11; 

(e; To spread th,.; tu«° of ariirultu/r*! machinaly ant the 
application of rodrru te^hufqaes cf production ir;.cl';ä.t'ig - coyer a~ 
tlvc werk thT''3is£,Iiov;t  the   rural  arc 3$; 

(f)    To provide extension  services» and send farmers 
abroad iv:;  order to raise the  level   of   technical   efficiency In 
agriculture. 

Second;     Livestock  raizing it,  ore  of  ths  two main  forms of 
iüCCifiie of  the  tamer in La resist an.     V"e  therefore  pdvoc crte; 

(a) The reuovni  of  ail restrictions  and  privities con- 
nected with livestock  raistrg such as  the  riaymt-nt  i>f gracing  rl<ji.st.«5, 
gifts mui otfcCo.* feriaJ   eractiors; 

(b) Tc res^it'lt the ro'nids v?lth cue coitS id** ration gJvon * 
to their circransta&crs by distributing among ibrt'A Xar.1 for cultiva- 
tion mid grazing; 

fc)    To tFtubtirh revptinjury crrr^rj a.ac5  other services 
designed to  improve'  tt.'s  Hvf-stc-ck. 

Thirdly:     (av To  amend   ST-e  ccn^es^lo«  rcfcultttiug   lebjicco 
mortopclf in a ram^r which v;l 11   ciis-'re  reduced  restrictions  or 
growing -tobucc.': j   iiKprovrö  -.paiity  g:,ö bet ter prices? 

(b>     J»;  ac'var.cy  serrsoral  c:<:rdit   fcc   iTmrris on es':y  terresj 

(c) To piovldf' technical   ?:■;.prats  fo::.   the  i^prover-crt  ard 
st^tÄfe of tobacco* 

(ct To  irspiove  tt;?  cigarette mh-xxxf.ir.tiirLaf» industry by 
establishing  factories:  &JK!   labera^oriis..  which would twr-kc  Ii'tq   an 
€3!porting country. 

PO'art.f)?.y:     (s)  To  ihitrodrce   legislation  for  the  preservation 
of forests in the  interest of ihr- national  er,onov\y-; 
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(b) To encourage afforestatien end horticulture. 

Article 13. To transfer the control of foreign, establishments which 
'areTlLtrir~UtTateglc  position in our trade to Iraqi hands and to en- 
courage the Iraqi  business community to expand their business ac- 
tivities with regard tö foreign and domestic trade, and to combat 
monopolies, speculation and  manipulation, especially of essential 
commodities. Our economic relations with, other countries should be 
established on a principle of mutual benefit and respect of national 
sovereignty. 

Article 14 (a). To organize the finances of the country on the 
baSTiT^T'a"balanced budget provided that strict economy in current 
expenditures is exercised lo liberate resources for the development 
program? 

(b) To reform the taxation, system by introducing progres- 
sive taxes on incomes and inheritance and reducing the indirect 
tases whose burden falls mainly oii the working classes5 

(c) To encourage local banks by increasing  their capital, 
regulating interest charges received and ppid by them on various 
types of loans and deposits,   arid reserving ail transactions in 
foreign exchange to the national banks; . 

(d) To strengthen the Central Baals of Iraq and increase 
its powers to adopt measures äes^gn-zd  to reduce smugglirg c-f cur- 
rencies and gold &nd strengthen the Iraqi, dinar by providing  it 
with an adequate cover of geld and other currencies; 

(e) Natieaaliz&ticn cf foreign banks? 

(f) To forrmlare a tariff policy in the light of the gen- 
eral welfare and: the need to protect local industries. 

Article 15 (a).  To iroprcve the transportation system in Iraqi 
Kurdistan by""buiidiag mod err. highways and expaading the r .-always 
network,.  Nationally owned petroleum tabfcers should be acquired to 
transport Iraqi oil to its markets, and a national maritime trans- 
port company established. Th<? communications network should be ex- 
panded along with the expansion in the air services as the need 
arises. 

(b) To develop the summer resorts-of Iraq by connecting 
them to the main cities with modern highways, especially a highway 
connecting Suiaymaniyya with Zafcao and the other cities of Iraq. 
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Article 1.6. To strengthen our armed forces by raising the standard 
oFTheir health, education arid living condition in a manner that will 
create a modern army for Iraq which is educated in the  spiiit of true 
nationalism and democracy that are needed for the defence of the Re- 
public and of the revolutionary gains of the people. We also believe 
in uplifting the national police force by raising its health, educa- 
tion and living standards and by strengthening the nationalist spirit 
amongst then. 

Article 17. To provide adequate public health facilities by opening 
"colleges end schools, sending medical missions abroad and initiating 
a campaign to eradicate chronic and contagious diseases by using all 
the facilities of publicity and education available to the str.te, and 
by providing potable water in the. rural areas.  Free medicine should 
.be spread by building hospitals, clinics and other medical establish- 
ments and by providing the isolated villages with medical facilities. 
An appropriate plan IF to be formulated to encourage the local pro- 
duction of medical supplies and their distribution at low prices. 

ArticleJL8.  The system of direct democratic election.'? should be ap- 
plied by all municipal councils, and a national plan of municipal- 
development should be formulated for the construction of parks, 
streets, playgrounds and public squares,, 

Arti_cje^l9, The political and  economic rights of wo^en should be 
protected and legislation passed to protect their right to work, 
regulate maternity leave, protect the family and protect the vornan 
in matters relating to marriage, divorce, ?.nd  inheritance. 

Article 20 (a).  We work towards eradicating illiteracy and ignorance, 
guiding education into true national democratic channels and combatting 
reactionary ideas. Theory and practice must go hand in hand. 

(b) We aim at reviving Kurdish literature, history and art, 
preserving historical sites in Kurdistan, and enriching Kurdish culture 
with the culture of other nations. 

(c) To implement the rules of the education department con- 
cerning the teaching of Kurdish in schools in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Kurdish Teachers' Conference in Shaklawa,. We 
aim at developing the Kurdish language until it becomes a good medium 
for expressing the cultural rights of the people of Iraqi Kurdistan. 

(d) To strengthen the Iraqi University, preserve its in- 
dependence and make it an important center of scientific research. 
New colleges and schools should be opened in Iraqi Kurdistan in prep- 
aration for the establishment of a university which will work closely 
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with the Baghdad university to prepare the technical and adminis- 
trative abilities needed for the development arid prosperity of the 
Republic of Iraq. 

(e) To establish a chair of Kurdish studies in the Baghdad 
University, spread teaching of the Kurdish language throughout Iraq, 
create an academy for the development of the Kurdish language and 
establish a broadcasting station in Kurdistan. 

(f) Elementary education should he made compulsory. For 
adult education it is necessary to open evening classes, libraries 
and laboratories, organize public lectures and debates and organize 
clubs and- societies» 

(g) To develop Kurdish art and literature and use the 
revolutionary character of Kurdish culture in the service of the 
Iraqi people and especially of the Kurdish people. The literary 
and art movements among the Kurds should be encouraged by all' the 
means available to the government, including the granting of 
scholarships to Kurdish students. 

Article-21. The cultural, economic and social rights of the na- 
tional minorities living in Iraqi Kurdistan are fully protected 
(Assyrians, Turkomans and Armenians, etc).  This can be achieved 
by opening schools for them, reviving their cultural, heritage and 
ensuring equality of treatment in the political, economic, social 
and cultural fields. 

^rticle^22.  We uphold the provisions of Article 19 of the Pro- 
visional Constitution of the Iraqi Republic concerning the political 
refugees from among the Kurdish people who have returned to Iraq, 
and we advocate providing them with the maximum assistance they need. 

Article23. We struggle for the right of all the people of Kurdistan 
to free themselves from the oppression of imperialism and reaction 
and tc determine their own  form of government. 
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ROLE OP IHR DTM>CkATIC'MSTY OF  IRAQI 
KURDISTAN IN LEADING THE STRUGGLES 
OF THE TOILING MASSES  OF KURDISTAN 

Khebat 
'13 "January 19.60, Baghdad 

The working masses of farmer?, laborers and revolutionary 
workers of Kurdistan bore the brunt of the revolutionary struggles 
of the Kurdish people .and their Arab brethren in the fight against 
imperialism reaction and aggression. 

» 

In the often violent National Kurdish revolts and thr armed 
and peaceful uprisings and in an progressive movements the Kurdish 
working classes were the main force in the peaceful and armed 
struggle against the exploiters of the Iraqi people and the stooge 
of imperialists, the monarchy. They also were the main target of 
the many campaigns of annihilation, genocide, execution, and im- 
prisonment conducted by the. enemies of the national revolutionary 
movement.  The masses of farmer-5 and workers suffer«:! the most. 

For the working classes were living under the yoke of the 
land owning Kurdish bourgeoisie, and were mainpulated to serve the *■ 
interests of these groups in accordance with their own methods. 
These working classes who struggled and sacrificed, lacked th-ir • 
own leadership.  Th*y needed a leadership that would spring from 
their own ranks, protect their own class and national interests 
and look after their individual interests, propagating their 
ideas, and adopting their revolutionary methods. ' Their? cr.me the 
second World War which served as a watershed for the development 
and. propagation of new progressive ideas in the Middle Bast 
Emperor Rida Shah of Iran abdicated, end northern Iran was liber- 
ated by the Red Array and  s  progressive movement grew in Kurdistan 
(Iran) and Azerbaijan.  A progressive labor movement grew in the 
East Which, coupled with the spreading of revolutionary idees, 
had an impact on the Kurdish liberation movement which'was develop- 
ing along its own individual lines.  The Kurdish meiert learned 
much from its bitter experience and sacrifices.  Mention should be 
made of the popular revolt in Barzan which was led by the national 
hero Mustafa Barzani against imperialism, the monarchy and the 
feudalist, traitors. 

The starting point in all the changes affecting the revolu- 
tionary movement of the Kurdish people was opposition to imperialism 
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and reaction.  These developments resulted in the- cxeatioi. of the 
Democratic Party of Iraqi Kcrdirtsa as a historical nstessitv of 
the development of Iraqi society, enriched as it is Dv the tradb 
tion of revolution inherited from a long history of popular revolt. 

Thus cc D 01.110' Democratic Party of Iraqi Kurdistan, 
ie outcome m the struggle öf the Kurdish and Arab People 

to end the rule of the Hashentite monarchy, liberate Iraq from t!w 
sftacrtes of imperialist treaties and pacts, sod create a democratic 
system In which the Arab  and Kurdish motions ate guaranteed their 

The Democratic Party of Iraqi democratic rights aud liberties. 
Kurdistan came Into being to perform the historical role of a 
leader in the revolution to liberate Trag! Kurdistan and to share 
with the Arab nation their struggle for the liberation of the Jraoi 
nsticaa! movement.  Its aim is to protect the 
in. Iraq from the da.hgp.zs  of beiue 

T-,' 
s..y narrow nationalism or Girt? 

progressive rsoveBent 
nä  cheated by imperialism 
rick of cosmopolitanism. 

cur duty to purge  the  national mcve&erit of  the remnants of 
imrserialisffi  and  its  agents  aiRCa? Kurd 

_The- Democratic Party of Iraqi Kurdistan grew and gained st 
as the party and fighting leader of the masses.  The Partv has s1w 
championed the class and national interests of the      '     " "" 
their movements and revotutionarv uprising, 

rer.fftn 

S18S3CS g-J icing 

1 i':,- Our Party %»gg at the heed of the Kurdish iiDcratioa moveraent; 
it adopted tlie aspirations and objectives of the people and guided 

scientific revolutionary spirit.  It 
",rt,"'-"'™t ""- raade it a true popular move- 

them in the light of the 
broadened the liberation. mox?e 

the people of Iraqi Kurdistan. 
£ merit and m; 

tion 

role in spreading tru 
and in org 
regime. T 
rights, it tough „ „_..„_«,.,, Mll,, 
currents in order to protect the farmer 

an The Democratic Party of Iraqi Kurds st..„ ,,_;_ „, lvlldlll 
ue national and class awareness among the farmers 

played an important 
»reading true national and class awareness among the farmer 
:aniziRg and leading them in their struggle against the old 
'he Party has always stood by the farmers to protect their 
foaght the diversioüaty, anarchistic and subversive 

n order to protect the farmer« a»Bin«* •*->!o®.a ,-i<,r, ,,,,.,,-*. nst these dangers. 
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the  Party persisted  in  i1r> tfferts  to  f»y,pa;dz.:  cells  i;,  tue   iiTdl 
areas wh^ch v.vwl;l  sb'cy and defend  the  ri^Lt* cr   frr,:rs-?rr,. 

In spite of 'the fact  tbaJ   the KurJish prolotf.iri at  is  tmri.ll  in 
rtmiibers.   It participated  iu  tiw   stiwglp  for  nat^onil   libc?ratiort 
s..od laas  suffered  great  xr>Si".es  5n FawTbpgn/   and  fulsytmniyyeh,     Ou: 
Tarty has  always be.-^n  loyal   to  thv   interests  and  rights of the 
proletariat r-Meft  it  leads. 

Out Party h.az  also  renaered  a great  ^ervic..1 to the mass cf 
workers  through  Its- v. »remitting' -fforto  tj protect  oisr gr<*at  Irncjl 
Reywblic,   to preserve the gr-LiF of  the fi,>rio*;s July  ft R<: vo ■ tot \ on, 
tO   DTiT.g 
reforms. 

boy':  f!grnrie"i  rsfc-rm,   ar.i  to  if-a'ize   a  nur.ber of social 

The Democratic  Party  of  "fiani ^urtistap  is  tb.-?  party  rnd  van- 
guard  of  too working people  aod will  f ore /cr .renaia th^Ir   lender 
1E the  struggle  to  achieve  all   their objectives cf  peace,   democracy 
and  freecio'-n fror oppression  a»!.!"  poverty  id order  to  lire  a happy 
ar.d  prosperous  life. 

Article 2 of tu<<*-   PI attorn  o**  the   Party Has  expressed  this  irügfr 
by stipulating thot  cur "Party   is  a democratic,   progressive  revolu- 
tionary party representing  the   interests  uf  all worker,*-,   farmers ? 

wage earners,   uatuiicvsfismer-  ard  revolutionary workers  in Iraqi 
Kurdistan." 

This eyplp.Ln? the  attachment cf   the  people to  thoir great 
Party:  the FeiiiC-crstir  Prrty of Iraqi  K\ixd'.$-t?j\. 
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THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY OP  IRAQI  KURDISTAN  JEAT.OTISLY 
GUARDS THF  PRESER^TION OF OUR IMMORTAL P.EH'BLTC ' 

THE CONSOLIDATION OP  ITS EXISTENCE AND TKB " """' 

—-^».^™§HSS£!SS.!S 0F I5PE ^RAQ1 UNITY 
* 

'•' Khebat 
15 January   I9'60,   Bapbdaci 

^rtjscory In general and the history of nation? in p»ri>cviar 
teacftes us a valuable fact which it would be ureivl f or" eve'rv"'"' 
iraci.  loyftl  to his  imiorisl   Republic  snrf   to Iraqi  unitv to  learn. 

....    ThiS   fact
<i
is

>
that brotherhood  and  true  unity among  the na~ 

iionai  groups  living is one cwiatry  »r<* *y*"/'>crö.>-vö"<!  «•--?  „*,„.„   ',,' 
bf  Li.r mutual   respecx  eh   tlie-  national  and democratic  right« of- 
taese groups and by the establishment  wuon«; the* of g  rHa+ior 
ship of   complete  equality   m,6 cooperation in  rights  an/duties 
A state in which ».11 national  groups enjoy their  ilrhts bss'^trore 
couQdstJcna  and  structure.     But  a statt  in tfnich oae  ruling n*,-,s 

Jfflf  tee c*y« »«tional groups their rights  and  ai^s  at'tbsorb- 
"ig   them or  liquidating their  ssp^rats identities  is  , w-alc st-w 
wfticn cannot  stand On  its own feet  except with the help of bay^s 
ai^ terror.     The minorities  in  such  a state,   in order  i'^V 
tneir national  rights,   struggle not  for but  against  iz?   ibey'a^it 
toe opportune moment to rid themselves of its oppression. ' The 
Kurdish people  in Turkey   and  Iran,  are  in a deadly struck  arain.t 
tneit imperialist  and  reactionary  rulers;   for  they cannot'hat-"  ' 
»men a.-tection for  the forcible tmion j»posed nncn them by th^r m>. 
pressive  rulers,     ßy compariaon,   tie Kurd«  in  Iraq devot/rbeir 
whoic  energies to  the  preservation and  consolidation of  th, i^ 
mortal  democratic Republic  of Irzq under  the  leadership of "its 
founder,   the son of  the people,   Abdul Karijn Kasseit.     TK-y wort 
hard to block  all  those who Pave designs on the R«puMi-'    aRd' tW 
concentrate their  efforts  on  strengthening the  true unitv irTlr^ 
b.Sed  as  it  is  on a  recognition of the  o^rt^tsHp hetw^n  /»rats" 
and Kurds  and of the national  rights  of  the  Kurdish neopJe within 
thxs unity.     Our Piratic  Party of Iraqi  Kurdistaa'hesds  thÄ '  ' 
Kurdish national   liberation movement  in its  sacred  strung!, 'g?ai;-t 
imperialism and reaction.     Our  Party  has e.pha.i.cd  this  function ' 
^  'tls  Platform where  the  preamble  resds  as   follows: 

"Defending the Republic of Iraq and strengthening and d-»velop- 
ing its operatic institutions is a holy duty of all Iraoia and of 
the Kurdish people in particular».     Articles 4  and 6 of the Platform 
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reiterate this principle. Thev emphasize the necessity of struggle 
to preserve and consolidate the immortal Republic and strengthen the 
national union.  Our Party attempts*to lead the Kurdirh liberation 
movement, side by side with the Arab liberation movement, against 
imperialism and reaction and towards the achievement of the common 
objective; these efforts were of great vnlue in strengthening the 
bonds of brotherhood, unity, and common struggle of the two na- 
tional groups-  Our Party has continued its immortal struggle, with 
loyalty and self-denial, to strengthen the true Iraqi union created 
by the July 14 Revolution under the guidance of the leader of Arabs 
and Kurds, Abdul Karim Kassen. This union is based upon the solid 
foundations of equality ard recognition of national democratic 
rights, 

Our Party has played an important role at the head of the 
Kurdish liberation movement by adopting the objectives and legiti- 
mate ambitions of the Kurdish people. The Party was a major factor 
in defeating the plots and conspiracies of imperialism whose aim 
was to undermine Arab-Kurdish brotherhood and Iraqi unity in order 
to destroy our Republic and restore the hated imperialist control 
over our country. 

Let us note the struggle of our Party to gain for the Kurdish 
people their legitimate rights end to revive in them their glorious 
revolutionary and progressive tradition.  The Party struggles to 
attain these objectives, vhich constitute a part of its Platform, - 
for which it must worlc persistently with the authorities until the 
Kurdish people are accorded their full rights.  This struggle is a 
great contribution to the cause of consolidating the true national 
union in Iraq.  For this cannot fail but to lead to increasing the 
attachment of the Kurdish people to their Republic and to the cause 
of unity it upholds.  It puts the people on their guard against the 
imperialists and prevents the agents of imperialism and reaction 
from adopting the Kurdish nationality merely to exploit the libera- 
tion movement in the interest of their imperialist masters.  This 
is a great service rendered by our Democratic Party of Iraqi 
Kurdistan to the cause of unity in our immortal Republic. 

Only the short-sighted cannot comprehend the importance of 
these achievements of our Party in strengthening true Iraqi unity. 
Those who are disturbed or who dread the legitimate demands of the 
Kurdish people do not serve but actually harm the cause of Iraqi 
unity. The union we advocate, the permanent union, is based upon 
free choice, complete equality in  rights and duties, and on  mutual 
respect for national identity. The true Arab nationalists should 
not therefore fear the consequences of the Kurdish people obtaining 
their rights.  On the contrary, they should favor such a development 
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because it is to their advantage to erect a solid Arab-Kurdish union 
upon which all imperialist plotting is bound to flounder. ■ 

It the light of the foregoing facts, the Democratic Party of 
Iraqi Kurdistan, continues in its struggle to realize the objectives 
of the Kurdish people within the framework of Iraqi unity.  It be- 
lieves that this can only result in consolidating true unity in 
Iraq,  It aims at mobilising the Kurds who not-? live under Turkish 
oppression, Iranian reaction, and Nasserite dictatorship.  It also 
believes in the struggle against the enemies of the Republic and 
the conspirators in these countries. 

It is only natural that by winning their national rights, the 
Kurds, of Iraq should become an iron curtain for the protection of 
the immortal Republic of Iraq, whese integrity they consider their 
sacred duty, 

Therefore, our Democratic Party of Iraqi Kurdistan will- for- 
ever remain a faithful guardian of our immortal Republic and of 
true Iraqi unity, working- under the leadership of Abdul Karira 
Kassem, the symbol of Arab-Kurdish brotherhood. 

573k - El© 
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